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DEMAZURE CRYSTALS FOR SPECIALIZED NONSYMMETRIC MACDONALD
POLYNOMIALS
SAMI ASSAF AND NICOLLE E. S. GONZA´LEZ
Abstract. We give an explicit, nonnegative formula for the expansion of nonsymmetric Macdonald polyno-
mials specialized at t “ 0 in terms of Demazure characters. Our formula results from constructing Demazure
crystals whose characters are the nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials, which also gives a new proof that
these specialized nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials are positive graded sums of Demazure characters.
Demazure crystals are certain truncations of classical crystals that give a combinatorial skeleton for De-
mazure modules. To prove our construction, we develop further properties of Demazure crystals, including
an efficient algorithm for computing their characters from highest weight elements. As a corollary, we ob-
tain a new formula for the Schur expansion of Hall–Littlewood polynomials in terms of a simple statistic on
highest weight elements of our crystals.
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1. Introduction
Macdonald [30] defined symmetric functions PµpX ; q, tq with two parameters q, t indexed by partitions
as the unique symmetric function basis satisfying certain triangularity (with respect to monomials in infin-
itely many variables X “ x1, x2, . . .) and orthogonality (with respect to a generalized Hall inner product)
conditions. The Macdonald symmetric functions give a simultaneous generalization of Hall–Littlewood
symmetric functions PλpX ; 0, tq and Jack symmetric functions limtÑ1 PλpX ; t
α, tq.
The coefficients of PµpX ; q, tq when written as a sum of monomials are rational functions in the parameters
q and t. Macdonald conjectured that theKostka–Macdonald coefficients Kλ,µpq, tq defined by expanding
the integral form JµpX ; q, tq, a scalar multiple of the original PµpX ; q, tq, into the plethystic Schur basis,
JµpX ; q, tq “
ÿ
λ
Kλ,µpq, tqsλrXp1´ tqs,
are polynomials in q and t with nonnegative integer coefficients. Here the square brackets denote plethystic
substitution. In short, sλrAs means sλ applied as a Λ-ring operator to the expression A, where Λ is the
ring of symmetric functions. For details, see [31](I.8).
Inspired by work of Garsia and Procesi [12] on Hall–Littlewood symmetric functions, Garsia and Haiman [13]
constructed a bi-graded module for the symmetric group and conjectured that the Frobenius character is
HµpX ; q, tq “ JµrX{p1´ tq; q, ts.
Thus, the Kostka–Macdonald coefficients give the Schur function expansion of HµpX ; q, tq. This conjecture
gives a representation theoretic interpretation for the Kostka-Macdonald polynomials as the graded coeffi-
cients of the irreducible decomposition of these modules. Haiman [17] resolved both conjectures by analyzing
the isospectral Hilbert scheme of points in a plane, ultimately showing that it is Cohen-Macaulay.
The nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials EapX ; q, tq are indexed by weak compositions and form
a basis for the full polynomial ring. They generalize Macdonald polynomials in the sense that
E0mˆapx1, . . . , xm, 0, . . . , 0; q, tq “ Psortpaqpx1, . . . , xm; q, tq,
where 0m ˆ a denotes the composition obtained by prepending m 0’s to a. The shift to the full polynomial
ring begun by Opdam [34], continued by Macdonald [32], and generalized by Cherednik [8] broadened the
existing theory in the hopes that the additional structure of the polynomial ring would shed more light
on these important functions. Work of Knop and Sahi [24] on Jack polynomials helped to validate this
approach, and their independently derived recurrences [23, 35] ultimately inspired the combinatorial formula
for nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials of Haglund, Haiman, and Loehr [16].
Generalizing Haglund’s elegant combinatorial formula for HµpX ; q, tq [14, 15], Haglund, Haiman and
Loehr [16] gave a combinatorial formula for EapX ; q, tq as
EapX ; q, tq “
ÿ
T :aÑrns
non´attacking
qmajpT qtcoinvpT qXwtpT q
ź
c‰leftpcq
1´ t
1´ qlegpcq`1tarmpcq`1
,
where the sum is over certain positive integer fillings T of the diagram of the composition a and coinv and
maj are nonnegative integer statistics. In stark contrast with the symmetric case, there are no known (nor
even conjectured) positivity results for the nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials.
Demazure [10] generalized the Weyl character formula to certain submodules, eponymously named De-
mazure modules, which are generated by extremal weight spaces under the action of a Borel subalgebra of
a Lie algebra. The resulting Demazure characters κa, where a “ w ¨λ, for w a Weyl group element acting
on a highest weight λ, arose in connection with Schubert calculus [9], and, in type A, also form a basis of
the polynomial ring. Recent work of Assaf and Searles [6] indicates that the type A Demazure characters
are the most natural pull backs of Schur functions to the polynomial ring. That is to say, the combinatorics
of the former stabilizes to that of the latter,
κ0mˆapx1, . . . , xm, 0, . . . , 0q “ ssortpaqpx1, . . . , xmq.
Therefore, in the search for polynomial analogs of Schur positivity statements for nonsymmetric Macdonald
polynomials, the natural basis for comparison is the basis of Demazure characters.
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Sanderson [36] first made the connection between specializations of Macdonald polynomials and Demazure
characters by using the theory of nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials in type A to construct an affine
Demazure module with graded character PµpX ; q, 0q, parallel to the construction of Garsia and Procesi
[12] for Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions HµpX ; 0, tq. Ion [18] generalized this result to nonsymmetric
Macdonald polynomials in general type using the method of intertwiners in double affine Hecke algebras to
realize EapX ; q, 0q as a single affine Demazure character. Inspired by this, Lenart, Naito, Sagaki, Schilling
and Shimozono [27] constructed a connected Kirillov–Reshetikhin crystal to give a combinatorial proof of
the coincidence with affine Demazure characters using similar methods.
Recently, Assaf [3] proved the specialization EapX ; q, 0q is a nonnegative, graded sum of finite Demazure
characters. The proof utilizes the machinery of weak dual equivalence [2]. Hence, the resulting formula is
difficult to work with and, in practice, requires computing the full fundamental slide polynomial [5] expansion
of EapX ; q, 0q. In order to have a better understanding of this nonnegativity and to have a deeper connection
with the underlying representation theory of Demazure modules, we use crystal theory to give a new proof
of this graded nonnegativity for finite Demazure characters from which we extract an explicit formula for
the Demazure expansion. The immediate benefit of our new approach is two-fold. On the one hand, our
method yields a formula which is very easily computable. On the other, weak dual equivalence exists only
for the general linear group whereas the crystal theory used in our new approach extends to all types, thus
our results give hope that these new methods might be a key to a result in general type.
Kashiwara [20] introduced the notion of crystal bases in his study of the representation theory of
quantized universal enveloping algebras Uqpgq for complex, semi-simple Lie algebra g at q “ 0. The theory
of canonical bases, developed earlier by Lusztig [29], studies the same problem from a more geometric
viewpoint, though many of the main ideas from [29] carry over to [20]. A crystal base is a basis of a
representation for Uqpgq on which the Chevalley generators have a relatively simple action. Combinatorially,
a crystal is a directed, colored graph with vertex set given by the crystal base and directed edges given by
deformations of the Chevalley generators. By constructing a gln crystal for a set of combinatorial objects, we
create a combinatorial skeleton of the corresponding gln modules whose character is the generating function
of those objects. In particular, the generating function is Schur positive. Moreover, crystal theory provides
unique highest weight elements, from which tractable formulas can be derived. Stembridge [40] gave a local
characterization of simply-laced crystals that allows one to prove that a given construction is indeed a crystal
by analyzing local properties of the raising and lowering operators which give rise to the edges of the graph.
Demazure crystals, whose structure was conjectured by Littlemann [28] and proved by Kashiwara [21],
are certain truncations of classical crystals that give a combinatorial skeleton for Demazure modules. Unlike
full crystals, Demazure crystals are not uniquely characterized by their highest weight elements. Further
complicating matters, in the Demazure case the crystals are truncated so Stembridge’s methods are not
immediately applicable.
In this paper, we remedy this impediment and develop a new local characterization of Demazure crystals.
These tools allow us to overcome the apparent limitations of Stembridge’s axioms and readily surpass the
difficulties mentioned above. In particular, in §4 we consider different families of subsets of crystals with
certain nice properties. This leads us to Definition 4.11, where we present six local axioms for a subset of
a normal gln crystal to be considered a Demazure subset. Our first principal result, stated precisely in
Theorems 4.12 and 4.14, is the following:
Theorem. Every Demazure gln crystal is a Demazure subset of a normal gln crystal, and every Demazure
subset of a normal gln crystal is a Demazure gln crystal.
This provides a universal method for proving that a given subset of a crystal is a Demazure crystal.
Furthermore, since the characters for Demazure crystals depend on the highest weight and an element
of the Weyl group, the existence of an explicit Demazure crystal does not immediately yield a formula for
the character. Instead, the Demazure character is determined by a specific lowest weight, but since lowest
weights are not unique, this requires inspecting the entire crystal to determine the global lowest weight. To
overcome this obstacle, we present an algorithm in Definition 4.16 that deterministically computes the global
lowest weight beginning with the unique highest weight. That is, from Theorem 4.18, we obtain a formula:
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Theorem. If D is a Demazure gln crystal, then its character is
chpDq “
ÿ
bPD
x
wtpbq1
1 x
wtpbq2
2 ¨ ¨ ¨x
wtpbqn
n “
ÿ
bPD
b highest weight
κwtpZpbqq,
where the latter sum is over highest weight elements, Zpbq is the result of applying Definition 4.16 to b, and
κa denotes the Demazure character.
Thus, we have an efficient formula for characters of Demazure crystals.
Our motivation for deriving the results in §4 provides our immediate application, which is to construct
Demazure crystals whose characters are the nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials specialized at t “ 0. This
we do in §5 Definition 5.3, in which we define explicit raising and lowering operators on semistandard key
tabloids, the combinatorial objects for which the specialized nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials are the
generating functions. We use Kohnert’s paradigm for Demazure characters to define an explicit map P that
embeds our structure into the normal gln crystals on semistandard Young tableaux, giving Theorem 5.33:
Theorem. The map P from semistandard key tabloids to semistandard Young tableaux is a weight-preserving
injective map that intertwines the crystal operators. In particular, the image of P is a subset of a normal
gln crystal.
Hence, we are now in the situation to apply our characterization of Demazure crystals, which culminates
in Theorem 5.42, and states:
Theorem. The graph on semistandard key tabloids defined by the raising operators is a Demazure subcrystal
of a normal crystal. Therefore, writing EbpXn; q, 0q “
ř
aKa,bpqqκapXnq, we have
Ka,bpqq “
ÿ
TPSSKDpbq
T highest weight
wtpZpT qq“a
qmajpT q,
where SSKDpbq denotes the set of semistandard key tabloids of shape b, and maj is the Haglund–Haiman–
Loehr statistic. In particular, nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials specialized at t “ 0 are a nonnegative
q-graded sum of Demazure characters.
Our results give an explicit formula for this expansion, however, in the symmetric case we can say more.
The Hall–Littlewood symmetric functions may be regarded as the q “ 0 specialization of Macdonald
symmetric functions. They are long known to be Schur positive and their Schur coefficients, the Kostka–
Foulkes polynomials Kλ,µptq, have rich interpretations in geometry and representation theory. Lascoux
and Schu¨tzenberger [26] recursively defined a statistic called charge on these objects that precisely gives
Kλ,µptq. Using our formula for nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials, we arrive at a new expression for
Kλ,µptq using the much simpler maj statistic. In Theorem 6.5, we prove the following:
Theorem. The Kostka–Foulkes polynomials Kλ,µptq are given by
Kλ,µptq “
ÿ
TPSSKDp0|µ|´µ1ˆrevpµ1qq
T highest weight
wtpT q“λ1
tmajpT q,
where λ1 denotes the conjugate of λ.
We conclude by noting that the Demazure coefficients of specialized nonsymmetric Macdonald polyno-
mials give a refinement of the Kostka–Foulkes polynomials that removes certain multiplicities. Moreover,
as nonnegative expansions into Demazure characters are becoming more ubiquitous among geometrically
significant bases for the polynomial ring, we expect our methods to have wider applications to come.
4
2. Macdonald polynomials
Symmetric functions arise in many areas of mathematics, appearing as characters of polynomial repre-
sentations of the general linear group, Frobenius characters of representations of the symmetric groups, and
as natural representatives of Schubert classes for Grassmannians. In these contexts, the Schur functions
and their generalizations play the pivotal role of irreducible objects, and the problem of determining the
coefficients of a given symmetric function in the Schur basis combinatorializes problems of finding irreducible
decompositions, branching rules, and computing intersection numbers.
In §2.1, we review the rich contexts in which we find Schur functions, Hall–Littlewood symmetric functions,
and Macdonald symmetric functions along with their associated combinatorics on Young tableaux. In §2.2,
we generalize these symmetric functions to the nonsymmetric setting of the full polynomial ring, where
generalizations to other root systems become more accessible. Finally, in §2.3, we motivate the specialization
considered in this paper from the points of view of simplified combinatorial structures where positivity
manifests in meaningful ways.
2.1. Symmetric polynomials. We begin by reviewing several of the classical bases for the ring ΛQ of
symmetric functions in variables X “ x1, x2, x3, . . . over the rational numbers; for more details, see [31].
Bases for ΛQ are naturally indexed by partitions, which are weakly decreasing sequences of nonnegative
integers. Perhaps the simplest basis for ΛQ is the basis of monomial symmetric functions, denoted by
mλpXq, and defined by
(2.1) mλpXq “
ÿ
sortpaq“λ
xa11 x
a2
2 x
a3
2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
where the sum is over all weak compositions a “ pa1, a2, a3, . . .q whose nonzero parts rearrange the partition
λ. As we shall see in the examples to come, monomial positivity is often the necessary precursor to deeper
positivity results. Most of the bases we consider will also exhibit triangularity with respect to the monomial
basis under the dominance partial order on partition defined by
λ ď µ ô λ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λk ď µ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` µk @k.(2.2)
Dominance order refines lexicographic order, the latter of which is a total order.
Another important basis for symmetric functions with deep connects to the representation theory of
the symmetric group is the basis of power sum symmetric functions, denoted by pλpXq, and defined
multiplicatively by the rules
pkpXq “ x
k
1 ` x
k
2 ` x
k
3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ,(2.3)
pλpXq “ pλ1pXqpλ2pXq ¨ ¨ ¨ pλℓpXq,(2.4)
when λ is a partition of length ℓ. We can use the power sum basis to define the Hall inner product on
symmetric functions by setting
(2.5) xpλpXq, pµpXqy “ zλδλ,µ,
where zλ “
ś
iě1 i
mimi! for mi the multiplicity of i in λ. From the formula above, the power sum basis is
orthogonal with respect to this inner product.
The basis of Schur functions, denoted by sλpXq, is the unique symmetric function basis that is upper
uni-triangular with respect to the monomial basis and orthogonal with respect to the Hall inner product.
Schur polynomials may be defined combinatorially as the generating polynomial for semi-standard Young
tableaux.
The diagram of a partition λ has λi left justified unit cells in row i.
Definition 2.1. Given a partition λ, a semistandard Young tableau of shape λ is a filling of the Young
diagram of λ with positive integers such that entries weakly increase left to right along rows and strictly
increase bottom to top along columns. We denote the set of semistandard Young tableaux of shape λ with
entries in t1, 2, . . . , nu by SSYTnpλq.
For example, the semistandard Young tableaux of shape p2, 2, 1q with entries in t1, 2, 3, 4u are shown in
Fig. 1.
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3
2 2
1 1
3
2 3
1 1
4
2 2
1 1
3
2 3
1 2
3
2 4
1 1
4
2 3
1 1
3
2 4
1 2
4
2 4
1 1
4
3 3
1 1
4
2 3
1 2
3
2 4
1 3
4
2 4
1 2
4
3 4
1 1
4
3 3
1 2
4
2 4
1 3
4
3 4
1 2
4
3 3
2 2
4
3 4
1 3
4
3 4
2 2
4
3 4
2 3
Figure 1. The twenty elements of SSYT4p2, 2, 1q.
The weight of a semistandard Young tableau T is the weak composition wtpT q whose ith part is the
number of entries equal to i.
Definition 2.2. The Schur polynomial sλpx1, . . . , xnq is given by
(2.6) sλpx1, . . . , xnq “
ÿ
TPSSYTnpλq
x
wtpT q1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨x
wtpT qn
n .
The Schur function sλpXq is the stable limit of the Schur polynomial as n grows.
We may define the Kostka numbers, denoted by Kλ,µ as the transition coefficients between the Schur
basis and the monomial basis, i.e.
(2.7) sλpXq “
ÿ
λ
Kλ,µmµpXq,
where Kλ,µ is the number of semistandard Young tableaux of shape λ and weight µ. In particular, we have
Kλ,µ P N.
Schur polynomials arise in many important contexts wherein expansions of symmetric functions into
the Schur basis becomes of fundamental importance. For V λ the irreducible polynomial representation
of GLnpCq, its character is given by charpV
λq “ sλpx1, . . . , xnq. Given any polynomial representation V ,
its character charpV q is a symmetric polynomial, and so the expansion of charpV q into the Schur basis
corresponds precisely to the irreducible decomposition of V , i.e.
V –
à
λ
`
V λ
˘‘cλ
ô charpV q “
ÿ
λ
cλsλpx1, . . . , xnq.
Under this paradigm, the Hall inner product corresponds precisely to the inner product on characters, and
the coefficients of the Schur polynomials expanded into monomial basis give highest weight multiplicities.
Dually, for Sλ the irreducible representation of Sn over C, its Frobenius character is given by chpS
λq “ sλpXq.
Geometrically, the Chern class of the Schubert variety Xλ for the Grassmannian Grpn, kq is naturally
represented by the Schubert polynomial Swpλ,kq “ sλpx1, . . . , xkq. Therefore intersection numbers for Grass-
mannian Schubert varieties can be computed by taking the Schur coefficients of the product of Schur poly-
nomials.
Consider now symmetric functions over Qpq, tq for two independent indeterminants q, t. Here we may
define a generalization of the Hall inner product by
(2.8) xpλpXq, pµpXqyq,t “ zλδλ,µ
ℓpλqź
i“1
1´ qλi
1´ tλi
.
Taking q “ t in Eq. (2.8) results in the classic Hall inner product in Eq. (2.5).
Macdonald [30] defined a new basis of symmetric functions over this larger ground field using this gener-
alized inner product.
Definition 2.3 ([30]). The Macdonald symmetric functions PλpX ; q, tq are the unique basis for ΛQpq,tq
that are upper uni-triangular with respect to monomial symmetric functions and are orthogonal with respect
to the generalized Hall inner product in Eq. (2.8).
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Given that dominance order is a partial order, this definition requires a theorem to be well-defined.
However, the uniqueness is obvious, as is the specialization
(2.9) PλpX ; q, qq “ sλpXq.
In fact, Macdonald defined this basis to be a simultaneous generalization of the Hall–Littlewood symmet-
ric functions PλpX ; 0, tq and the Jack symmetric functions limtÑ1 PλpX ; t
α, tq, both of which have
deep connections to representation theory and geometry.
Macdonald also considered a slight modification of the PµpX ; q, tq basis called the integral form, denoted
by JµpX ; q, tq, and related to the PµpX ; q, tq basis by
(2.10) JµpX ; q, tq “
ź
cPλ
´
1´ qarmpcqtlegpcq`1
¯
PµpX ; q, tq,
where for c a cell of the diagram of λ, we set armpcq to be the number of cells strictly right of c and legpcq
the number of cells strictly above c. With this basis, we may define the Kostka–Macdonald polynomials
denoted by Kλ,µpq, tq by
(2.11) JµpX ; q, tq “
ÿ
λ
Kλ,µpq, tqsλrXp1´ tqs,
where sλrXp1 ´ tqs denotes the plethystic Schur basis, which may be defined as the dual basis to the
Schur functions under the generalized Hall inner product Eq. (2.8) at q “ 0, i.e.
x sλrXp1´ tqs, sµpXqy0,t “ δλ,µ.
A priori, the coefficients Kλ,µpq, tq are rational functions in the parameters q, t with rational coefficients.
Based on hand computations, Macdonald conjectured that, in fact, Kλ,µpq, tq are polynomials in q, t with
nonnegative integer coefficients.
Garsia and Haiman [13] considered the modified Macdonald polynomial HµpX ; q, tq that relates to
the integral form via plethysm as
(2.12) HµpX ; q, tq “ JµrX
´
1
1´t
¯
; q, ts “
ÿ
λ
Kλ,µpq, tqsλpXq,
where now the Kostka–Macdonald coefficients precisely give the Schur expansion of the modified Macdonald
polynomial. Thus we have fallen into the fundamental problem of giving a combinatorial interpretation for
the Schur coefficients of a given symmetric function.
Garsia and Haiman [11], building on earlier work of Garsia and Procesi [12] on Hall–Littlewood poly-
nomials, constructed a bi-graded Sn module and proved that if the dimension of the module is n!, then
its bi-graded Frobenius character must be HµpX ; q, tq. As Schur functions are the Frobenius characters of
the irreducible representations of Sn, this would prove Macdonald’s conjecture. Haiman [17] analyzed the
isospectral Hilbert scheme of points in the plane, ultimately showing that it is Cohen–Macaulay (and Goren-
stein), and from this established the n! Conjecture of Garsia and Haiman as well as Macdonald positivity.
Theorem 2.4 ([17]). The Kostka–Macdonald polynomials are polynomials in q, t with nonnegative integers
coefficients, i.e. Kλ,µpq, tq P Nrq, ts.
Nevertheless, it remains an important open problem in algebraic combinatorics to give a manifestly positive
formula for Kλ,µpq, tq.
2.2. Nonsymmetric polynomials. We turn our focus now to the full polynomial ring Qrx1, . . . , xns in
variables Xn “ x1, . . . , xn, which as the obvious basis of monomials indexed by weak compositions a “
pa1, . . . , anq P N
n given by Xan “ x
a1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨x
an
n . The Bruhat order on weak compositions given by the
transitive closure of the cover relations
a ą ti,j ¨ a if i ă j and ai ă aj
ti,j ¨ a ą a` ei ´ ej if i ă j and aj ´ ai ą 1,
where ei is the ith standard basis vector. Triangularity in the polynomial setting will be with respect to this
partial order which refines lexicographic order.
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Opdam [34] and Macdonald [32] introduced a polynomial generalization of Macdonald symmetric functions
that were generalized to any root system by Cherednik [8]. Expanding the ground field to include the two
parameters q, t, the Cherednik inner product on Qpq, tqrx1, . . . , xns is given by
(2.13) xf, gy “ rX0ns
ˆ
f g
∆
rX0ns∆
˙
,
where ¨ is defined linearly by q “ q´1, t “ t´1, xi “ x
´1
i and
∆ “
ź
iăj
ź
kě0
p1´ qkxi{xjqp1 ´ q
k`1xj{xiq
p1´ tqkxi{xjqp1 ´ tqk`1xj{xiq
.
Parallel to the characterization of PµpX ; q, tq, we have the following.
Definition 2.5 ([8]). The nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials EapXn; q, tq are the unique basis for
Qpq, tqrx1, . . . , xns that are upper uni-triangular with respect to monomials and are orthogonal with respect
to the Cherednik’s inner product.
The nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials can be realized as a truncation of the nonsymmetric Macdonald
polynomials which, in addition, shows that the symmetric functions are the stable limit,
E0mˆapx1, . . . , xm, 0, . . . , 0; q, tq “ Psortpaqpx1, . . . , xm; q, tq(2.14)
lim
mÑ8
E0mˆapx1, . . . , xm, 0, . . . , 0; q, tq “ Psortpaqpx1, x2, . . . ; q, tq,(2.15)
where sortpaq is the partition rearrangement of the weak composition a.
Recall that Schur functions appear as a specialization of Macdonald symmetric functions, namely PλpX ; 0, 0q “
sλpXq. Ion [19] showed that the analogous specialization of nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials is a De-
mazure character, namely EapXn; 0, 0q “ κapXnq. Demazure characters, which form a geometrically
significant basis for the full polynomial ring, are presented in depth in section 3.2, but for now we note that
they are generalizations of Schur polynomials in the same senses as Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15). This provides a
natural place to begin searching for meaningful positivity results in the nonsymmetric setting.
Since Demazure characters are monomial positive, any positivity results for Demazure characters must
include monomial positivity as well. The coefficient of Xan in EbpXn; q, tq is nonzero if and only if a ď b in
Bruhat order, but these coefficients lie in Qpq, tq, and so monomial positivity must lie elsewhere.
The nonsymmetric integral form, denoted by EbpXn; q, tq, is given by
(2.16) EbpXn; q, tq “
ź
cPa
´
1´ qlegpcq`1tarmpcq`1
¯
EbpXn; q, tq,
where the leg of a cell c in a composition diagram is the number of cells strictly right of c in the same row,
and the arm of c is the number of cells strictly below c in the same column whose row is weakly shorter
than that of c plus the number of cells strictly above and one column left of c whose row is strictly shorter.
Knop [23] showed that EbpXn; q, tq has its monomial coefficients in Zrq, ts, paving the way for further
positivity. However, recall that Macdonald positivity arose only when considering plethystic substitutions.
At present, there is no well-defined notion of plethysm for the full polynomial ring.
To circumvent this difficulty, from the combinatorial formula for nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials
due to Haglund, Haiman, and Loehr [16], one sees that when specializing the single parameter t “ 0,
the nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomial and its integral form coincide and, moreover, become monomial
positive. Assaf [3] proved this specialization EbpXn; q, 0q is, in fact, Demazure positive.
Theorem 2.6 ([3]). For weak compositions a, b, define coefficients Ka,bpqq by
(2.17) EbpXn; q, 0q “
ÿ
a
Ka,bpqqκapXnq.
Then we have Ka,bpqq P Nrqs. In particular, nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials specialized at t “ 0 are a
nonnegative q-graded sum of Demazure characters.
While Assaf’s proof is combinatorial, it does not give a direct formula for the Demazure expansion. Assaf
proves that EbpXn; q, 0q is nonnegative on the fundamental slide polynomials, a basis for Zrx1, x2, . . .s
developed by Assaf and Searles [5] arising from their study of Schubert polynomials. From there, she uses the
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machinery of weak dual equivalence [2] to group terms in the fundamental slide expansion into Demazure
characters, which Assaf and Searles [6] showed are fundamental slide positive. However, extracting a formula
requires one to write fundamental slide polynomials in terms of Demazure characters, which is inefficient
and introduces negative signs, albeit ones that ultimately cancel.
In the present paper, we use the theory of crystal bases to give a new combinatorial proof of Theorem 2.6
that yields a manifestly positive formula for Ka,bpqq. Moreover, as crystals themselves are combinatorial
skeletons of representations, this also gives a representation theoretic model for these specialized nonsym-
metric Macdonald polynomials.
2.3. Semistandard key tabloids. Haglund, Haiman and Loehr [16] gave a combinatorial formula for the
monomial expansion of nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials. Integrality for the nonsymmetric integral
form is immediate from their formula, as is monomial positivity for the specialization we consider.
The diagram of a weak composition has ai cells left-justified in row i, indexed in coordinate notation
with row 1 at the bottom.
Two cells of a diagram are attacking if they lie in the same column or if they lie in adjacent columns with
the cell on the left strictly higher than the cell on the right. A filling is non-attacking if no two attacking
cells have the same value.
y
...
x
y
...
x
Figure 2. The two relative positions for attacking cells x, y.
For a non-attacking filling T , the major index of T , denoted by majpT q, is the sum of the legs of all
cells c such that the entry in c is strictly less than the entry immediately to its right, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
¨¨¨ i
leghkkikkj
j ¨¨¨
i ă j
Figure 3. The leg of a cell contributing to the major index.
A triple is a collection of three cells with two row adjacent and either (Type I) the third cell is above the
left and the lower row is strictly longer, or (Type II) the third cell is below the right and the higher row is
weakly longer. The orientation of a triple is determined by reading the entries of the cells from smallest
to largest. A co-inversion triple is a Type I triple oriented counterclockwise or a Type II triple oriented
clockwise, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Note that, as proved in [16](Lemma 3.6.3), the entries of the cells that
form a co-inversion triple are necessarily distinct.
k
... ö
i j
i j
œ
...
k
i ă j ă k or
j ă k ă i or
k ă i ă j
Figure 4. The positions and orientation for co-inversion triples.
Generalizing their earlier formula for Macdonald symmetric functions [15], Haglund, Haiman and Loehr
gave the following explicit combinatorial formula for the monomial expansion of the nonsymmetric Macdonald
polynomials [16], which also yields a formula for the nonsymmetric integral form.
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Theorem 2.7 ([16]). The nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomial EapXn; q, tq is given by
(2.18) EapXn; q, tq “
ÿ
T :aÑrns
non´attacking
qmajpT qtcoinvpT qXwtpT qn
ź
c‰leftpcq
1´ t
1´ qlegpcq`1tarmpcq`1
.
Comparing with Eq. (2.16), we see that while the denominator can be cleared, the appearance of negative
signs is inevitable even for the integral form. However, when specializing to t “ 0, the product on the right
collapses to 1 giving a manifestly positive monomial expansion. We review notation from [3].
Definition 2.8. Given a weak composition a, a semistandard key tabloid of shape a is a non-attacking
filling of the composition diagram of a with positive integers such that there are no co-inversion triples. We
denote the set of semistandard Young tableaux of shape a by SSKDpaq.
For example, Fig. 5 shows the semistandard key tabloids of shape p0, 2, 1, 2q.
4 4
3
2 2
4 4
3
2 1
4 4
3
1 1
4 4
2
1 1
4 4
1
2 2
4 3
3
2 2
4 3
3
2 1
4 3
3
1 1
4 3
2
1 1
4 3
1
2 2
4 2
3
2 1
4 2
3
1 1
4 2
2
1 1
3 3
2
1 1
3 3
1
2 2
3 2
2
1 1
4 4
2
1 3
3 3
2
1 4
3 2
2
1 4
3 1
2
1 4
Figure 5. The semistandard key tabloids of shape p0, 2, 1, 2q.
Classically, a semistandard Young tabloid is a filling of a Young diagram with weakly increasing rows
and no column condition. Thus a tabloid is determined by its row sets, since there is a unique ordering for
each row that results in a valid filling. Our nomenclature for semistandard key tabloids arises from the same
paradigm, though now emphasis is placed on columns rather than on rows.
Proposition 2.9. Given two semistandard key tabloids S, T P SSKTpaq, if S and T have the same set of
entries within each column, then S “ T .
Proof. This follows for standard key tabloids from [3](Theorem 5.6), and extends to semistandard key tabloids
by the usual destandardization used in the proof of [3](Proposition 2.6). 
3. Crystals for the general linear group
Kashiwara’s theory of crystal bases [20] provides a powerful tool for studying representations as well as for
categorifying Schur positive symmetric functions by providing the combinatorial skeleton of a representation
whose character is the given symmetric function.
In §3.1, we recall the basic definitions for abstract and normal crystals in the case when g is the general
linear group gln. In §3.2, we consider the action of the Borel subalgebra b consisting of upper-triangular
matrices on extremal weight spaces indexed by the Weyl group Sn and we review the corresponding crystal
theory associated with these Demazure modules. In §3.3, give an explicit realization of normal and
Demazure crystals with base indexed by semistandard Young tableaux and semistandard key tableaux,
respectively.
3.1. Normal crystals. Let e1, e2, . . . , en denote the standard basis for V “ R
n with the usual inner product.
The root system Φ “ tei ´ ej | i ‰ ju contains a subset of positive roots Φ
` “ tei ´ ej | i ă ju which in
turn contains the simple roots αi “ ei ´ ei`1 for i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1. The weight lattice Λ “ Z
n contains a
subset of dominant weights Λ` Ă Λ defined as those λ P Λ such that λ1 ě λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λn ě 0.
Definition 3.1. A finite gln-crystal of dimension n is a nonempty, finite set B not containing 0 together
with crystal operators ei, fi : B Ñ BYt0u for i “ 1, 2, . . . , n´ 1 and a weight map wt : B Ñ Λ satisfying
the conditions
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(1) for b, b1 P B, eipbq “ b
1 if and only if fipb
1q “ b, and in this case we have wtpb1q “ wtpbq ` αi;
(2) for b P B and i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1, we have ϕipbq ´ εipbq “ wtpbqi ´ wtpbqi`1, where εi, ϕi : B Ñ Z are
the string lengths given by
εipbq “ maxtk P Zě0 | e
k
i pbq ‰ 0u
ϕipbq “ maxtk P Zě0 | f
k
i pbq ‰ 0u.
Note that gln-crystals may be defined more generally, though those under consideration in this paper will
always be both finite and semi-normal.
Abusing notation, we often refer to a crystal by its underlying set B when the weight map and crystal
operators are understood from context.
A crystal graph is a directed, colored graph with vertex set given by the crystal basis B and directed
edges given by the crystal lowering operators fi, where we draw an i-edge from b to fipbq if fipbq ‰ 0 and all
edges to 0 are omitted.
Example 3.2. The standard crystal Bpnq has basis t i | i “ 1, . . . , nu, weight map wt p i q “ ei, crystal
raising (resp. lowering) operators ej (resp. fj) that act by decrementing (resp. incrementing) the entry if
j “ i` 1 (resp. j “ i), and taking it to 0 otherwise. We draw the crystal graph for Bpnq as shown in Fig. 6.
1 2 3 ¨ ¨ ¨ n
1 2 3 n´ 1
Figure 6. The standard crystal Bpnq for gln.
We say a crystal B is connected if its underlying crystal graph is connected as a(n undirected) graph.
A subset X Ď B has an induced structure coming from the crystal structure on B, and whenever X is a
connected component of B this structure will be a crystal. In this case we call X a full subcrystal of B.
Definition 3.3. The character of a crystal B is the polynomial
(3.1) chpBq “
ÿ
bPB
x
wtpbq1
1 x
wtpbq2
2 ¨ ¨ ¨x
wtpbqn
n .
From Definition 3.1(1), if b, b1 P B are elements of the same full subcrystal of B, then we have
ř
iwtpbqi “ř
iwtpb
1qi. In particular, the character of a full subcrystal is a homogeneous polynomial of fixed degree.
For example, the standard crystal Bpnq degree 1, and its character is chpBpnqq “ x1`x2`¨ ¨ ¨`xn, which
is both homogeneous and symmetric.
TheWeyl group for gln is the symmetric group Sn, which has a natural action on gln-crystals described
as follows. For 1 ď i ă n, let Si act on B by reflecting b P B across its i-string, written formally as
(3.2) Sipbq “
#
f
wtpbqi´wtpbqi`1
i pbq if wtpbqi ě wtpbqi`1,
e
wtpbqi`1´wtpbqi
i pbq if wtpbqi`1 ě wtpbqi.
Kashiwara [20] showed these operators satisfy the braid relations for the symmetric group, thus to any
permutation w P Sn we may define Sw by Si1Si2 ¨ ¨ ¨Sik whenever w “ si1si2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sik is a reduced expression
for w.
Proposition 3.4. The character of a (finite, semi-normal) gln-crystal is a symmetric polynomial in the
variables x1, x2, . . . , xn.
Definition 3.5. An element u P B of a gln-crystal is a highest weight element if eipuq “ 0 for all
i “ 1, 2, . . . , n´ 1.
Given Proposition 3.4, one might ask what symmetries the underlying gln-crystal possesses. Indeed,
analogously to Definition 3.5, any gln-crystal contains a unique lowest weight element z characterized by
the property fipzq “ 0 for all 1 ď i ď n´ 1.
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Just like every x P B is connected to the highest weight element u P B by a sequence of lowering operators
f rmim . . . f
r1
i1
puq “ x, any x P B is also connected to the lowest weight element z P B via a sequence of raising
operators e
r1p
jp
. . . e
r1
1
j1
pzq “ x. In particular, for every x P B with f rmim . . . f
r1
i1
puq “ x, there exists y P B such
that ermn´im . . . e
r1
n´i1
pzq “ y and vice versa. The symmetry within the crystal that swaps the highest and
lowest elements and flips the remaining vertices accordingly is concretely stated as follows.
Definition 3.6. Let B be a finite, connected semi-normal gln-crystal, b “ u P B its highest weight element,
and z P B its lowest weight element. The crystal flip map F : B Ñ B is the involution that sends each
element
f rmim . . . f
r1
i1
puq ÞÑ ermn´im . . . e
r1
n´i1
pzq
and any edge x
fiÝÑ y to the corresponding edge Fpxq
en´i
ÝÝÝÑ Fpyq between the images of the vertices.
Remark 3.7. We note that at the level of characters, the map F acts by conjugating each summand by the
element of the Weyl group corresponding to the half twist, that is, with the permutation n n ´ 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 3 2 1.
Since by Proposition 3.4 the character of a gln-crystal is symmetric, then the action of Sn is trivial, and thus
the character the crystal is unchanged as expected.
From Definition 3.1(2), since εipbq “ 0 for any highest weight element b, we necessarily have wtpbq is
dominant. For example, the highest weight element of Bpnq is 1 , which has weight e1 P Λ
`.
Conversely, dominant weights also index irreducible representations of gln. In order to strengthen the
connection between crystals and the representation theory of gln, we must restrict our attention to normal
crystals, those arising as full subcrystals of tensor products of the standard crystal.
Definition 3.8. Given two crystals B1 and B2, the tensor product B1 b B2 is the set B1 b B2 together
with crystal operators ei, fi defined on B1 b B2 by
(3.3) fipb1 b b2q “
"
fipb1q b b2 if εipb2q ă ϕipb1q,
b1 b fipb2q if εipb2q ě ϕipb1q,
and weight function wtpb1 b b2q “ wtpb1q ` wtpb2q computed coordinate-wise.
1 2 3
1
2
3
1 b 1 2 b 1 3 b 1
1 b 2 2 b 2 3 b 2
1 b 3 2 b 3 3 b 3
1 2
1
2
1
1 1
1
2
2
22
Figure 7. Tensor product of two standard gl3 crystals.
Example 3.9. The tensor product of two copies of the standard gl3 crystal Bp3q is shown in Fig. 7. Notice
it has two connected components, one of dimension 6 with highest weight p2, 0, 0q and the other of dimension
3 with highest weight p1, 1, 0q.
Definition 3.10. An abstract gln-crystal is normal if every full subcrystal is isomorphic to a full subcrystal
of Bpnqbk for some positive integer k.
A connected, normal crystal B has a unique highest weight b, and we call wtpbq P Λ` the highest weight
of B. Moreover, two connected normal crystals are isomorphic as colored directed graphs if and only if they
have the same highest weight. In other words, connected normal crystals are index by dominant weights,
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which in turn index irreducible representations. Given a dominant weight λ P Λ`, let Bpλq denote the
connected normal crystal whose unique highest weight element has weight λ.
Even more compelling is the remarkable fact that the following combinatorial procedure on crystals
corresponds to the tensor product of the corresponding representations. For example, Fig. 7 computes that
the tensor product of two copies of the standard crystal Bp3q “ Bpp1, 0, 0qq is given by Bpp2, 0, 0qq and
Bpp1, 1, 0qq.
The character of a connected normal crystal chpBpλqq is the character of the irreducible representation
V λ which is the Schur polynomial sλpx1, . . . , xnq.
Since the character of a crystal is symmetric and the character of a connected, normal crystal is a Schur
polynomial, crystals provide a combinatorial method for proving symmetry and Schur positivity of a given
polynomial. Moreover, the highest weights provide an efficient formula for the Schur expansion of the
character of a normal crystal B by
(3.4) chpBq “
ÿ
bPB
b highest weight
swtpbqpXq.
Moreover, the existence of an explicit crystal structure gives a representation-theoretic interpretation for
the corresponding polynomial by providing a natural action on a crystal base whose character is the given
polynomial.
3.2. Demazure crystals. Given a complex, semi-simple Lie algebra g with a Cartan subalgebra h, we can
decompose a representation V of g into weight spaces V “
À
Va. The extremal weights are indexed by
the Weyl group W , and the corresponding extremal weight spaces are all of dimension 1 with a natural
action ofW permuting them. Demazure [9] considered the action of a Borel subalgebra b Ą h on an extremal
weight space, and we call the resulting modules Demazure modules. While the irreducible representations
V λ of g are indexed by dominant weights λ, the corresponding Demazure modules V λw are index by a pair
pλ,wq where λ is a dominant weight and w is an element of the Weyl group.
Example 3.11. For w “ id the identity, the Demazure module V λid is the one-dimensional highest weight
space of V λ. For w “ w0 the long element of W , the Demazure V
λ
w0
is the full g representation V λ. Thus
Demazure modules can be regarded as an interpolation between the highest weight space and the full module.
In the case of gln, the Borel is the subalgebra of upper triangular matrices, and the Demazure modules are
indexed by pairs pλ,wq where λ is a partition of length n and w is a permutation. The data pλ,wq is equivalent
to the weak composition a “ w ¨ λ, since we may recover λ as the weakly decreasing rearrangement of a and
w as the shortest (in Coxeter length) permutation taking a to λ. To keep this correspondence bijective, for
a given dominant weight λ, we consider only permutations w for which w acts faithfully on λ, meaning w
is the shortest permutation u for which u ¨ λ “ w ¨ λ.
Demazure [10] gave a formula for the character of the Demazure module V λw which, in the case of the
general linear group, can be described as follows. For 1 ď i ă n, let si denote the simple transposition that
acts on polynomials in n variables by interchanging xi and xi`1. The divided difference operators Bi
and πi for 1 ď i ă n act on polynomials in n variables by
Bifpx1, . . . , xnq “
fpx1, . . . , xnq ´ si ¨ fpx1, . . . , xnq
xi ´ xi`1
,(3.5)
πifpx1, . . . , xnq “ Bi pxifpx1, . . . , xnqq .(3.6)
It can be shown that the Bi and πi satisfy the braid relations for the symmetric group. Therefore For w P Sn,
we may define Bw “ Bi1Bi2 ¨ ¨ ¨ Bik and πw “ πi1πi2 ¨ ¨ ¨πik whenever si1si2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sik is a reduced expression for
w, that is, whenever w “ si1si2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sik with k minimal. Here k is the length of w.
Theorem 3.12. For λ a partition of length n and w a permutation of Sn, the character of the Demazure
module V λw is given by
(3.7) chpV λw q “ πw
´
xλ11 x
λ2
2 ¨ ¨ ¨x
λn
n
¯
.
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For gln, the Demazure characters form a basis for the polynomial ring in n variables. Thus it is natural
to index them by weak compositions, and we define the Demazure character κapx1, . . . , xnq to be
(3.8) κapx1, . . . , xnq “ chpV
sortpaq
wpaq q,
where sortpaq is the weakly decreasing rearrangement of a and wpaq is the shortest permutation taking a to
sortpaq.
Example 3.13. We may compute the Demazure character κp1,2,0,2q by taking λ “ p2, 2, 1, 0q and w “ 2413,
and then computing the character of V
p2,2,1,0q
2413 . Taking the reduced expression s3s1s2 for the permutation
w “ 2413, we have
κp1,2,0,2q “ chpV
p2,2,1,0q
2413 q “ π3π1π2
`
x21x
2
2x3
˘
“ π3π1
`
x21x
2
2x3 ` x
2
1x2x
2
3
˘
“ π3
`
x21x
2
2x3 ` x
2
1x2x
2
3 ` x1x
2
2x
2
3
˘
“ x21x
2
2x3 ` x
2
1x
2
2x4 ` x
2
1x2x
2
3 ` x
2
1x2x3x4
`x21x2x
2
4 ` x1x
2
2x
2
3 ` x1x
2
2x3x4 ` x1x
2
2x
2
4.
Taking w “ w0, the long element of Sn, the Demazure characters include the Schur polynomials. That is,
when the weak composition a is weakly increasing, we have
κpλn,λn´1,...,λ1qpx1, . . . , xnq “ sλpx1, . . . , xnq.(3.9)
Furthermore, the Schur functions can be realized as the stable limit,
κ0mˆapx1, . . . , xm, 0, . . . , 0q “ ssortpaqpx1, . . . , xmq(3.10)
lim
mÑ8
κ0mˆapx1, . . . , xm, 0, . . . , 0q “ ssortpaqpx1, x2, . . .q,(3.11)
where sortpaq is the partition rearrangement of the weak composition a.
Demazure crystals are certain truncations of highest weight crystals conjectured by Littelmann [28]
and proved by Kashiwara [21] to generalize Demazure characters. Given a subset X Ď Bpλq, we define
operators Di by
(3.12) DiX “ tb P Bpλq | e
k
i pbq P X for some k ě 0u,
where ei denotes the raising operator. It can be shown that these operators satisfy the braid relations for
the symmetric group, and so we may define
(3.13) Dw “ Di1 ¨ ¨ ¨Dik
for any reduced expression si1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sik for the permutation w.
Definition 3.14. For λ a partition of length n and w a permutation of Sn, the Demazure crystal Bwpλq
is given by
(3.14) Bwpλq “ Dwtuλu,
where uλ is the highest weight element in Bpλq.
Theorem 3.15 ([21]). The character of the Demazure crystal Bwpλq is the Demazure character κw¨λ.
Analogous to the case with normal crystals, Demazure crystals provide a combinatorial method for proving
that a given polynomial expands nonnegatively into the Demazure character basis. Moreover, the existence
of an explicit Demazure crystal structure gives a representation-theoretic interpretation for the corresponding
polynomial by providing a natural action on a Demazure crystal base whose character is the given polynomial.
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3.3. Crystals on tableaux. There is an explicit combinatorial construction of the crystal graph on tableaux
defined by Kashiwara and Nakashima [22] and Littlemann [28].
Definition 3.16. For T P SSYTnpλq and 1 ď i ă n, define the i-pairing of cells of T containing entries i
or i` 1 as follows:
‚ i-pair cells containing i and i` 1 whenever they appear in the same column,
‚ iteratively i-pair an unpaired i ` 1 with an unpaired i to its right whenever all entries i and i ` 1
that lie between are already i-paired.
It is important to note that this pairing rule determines the lengths of the i-strings through a given vertex.
That is,
εipT q “ number of unpaired i` 1’s in T ,(3.15)
ϕipT q “ number of unpaired i’s in T .(3.16)
We define the action of raising (and, equivalently, lowering) as follows.
Definition 3.17. For T P SSYTnpλq and 1 ď i ă n, define the raising operator eˆi on T as follows: if T
has no unpaired entries i ` 1, then eˆipT q “ 0; otherwise, change the leftmost unpaired i ` 1 to i leaving all
other entries unchanged.
For example, the full crystal structure for Bp2, 2, 1, 0q on SSYT4p2, 2, 1q is shown in Fig. 8. Note that the
unique highest weight element has weight p2, 2, 1, 0q, and the character is the Schur polynomial sp2,2,1qpx1, . . . , x4q.
3
2 2
1 1
3
2 3
1 1
4
2 2
1 1
3
2 3
1 2
3
2 4
1 1
4
2 3
1 1
3
2 4
1 2
4
2 4
1 1
4
3 3
1 1
4
2 3
1 2
3
2 4
1 3
4
2 4
1 2
4
3 4
1 1
4
3 3
1 2
4
2 4
1 3
4
3 4
1 2
4
3 3
2 2
4
3 4
1 3
4
3 4
2 2
4
3 4
2 3
1
11
11
11
1
1
2
2
2
22 2
2
2
2
3
3
3 3
3 3
33
3
Figure 8. The normal gl4 crystal with highest weight p2, 2, 1, 0q.
The lowering operators also have an explicit description, inverse to the raising operators.
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Definition 3.18. For T P SSYTnpλq and 1 ď i ă n, define the lowering operator fˆi on T as follows: if
T has no unpaired entries i, then fˆipT q “ 0; otherwise, change the rightmost unpaired i to i` 1 leaving all
other entries unchanged.
With this explicit description, we can also describe the crystal flip map explicitly.
Example 3.19. Consider the gl4-crystal Bp2, 2, 1, 0q shown in Fig. 8. Under the action of F we have:
f1 ÞÑ e3 f2 ÞÑ e2 f3 ÞÑ e1
The highest weight element is mapped to the lowest weight element and vice versa as expected,
3
2 2
1 1
ÞÑ
4
3 4
2 3
4
3 4
2 3
ÞÑ
3
2 2
1 1
.
As further examples, we have
3
2 3
1 2
“ f1f2
˜
3
2 2
1 1
¸
ÞÑ e3e2
˜
4
3 4
2 3
¸
“
4
3 3
2 2
4
3 3
2 2
“ f21 f
2
2 f3
˜
3
2 2
1 1
¸
ÞÑ e23e
2
2e1
˜
4
3 4
2 3
¸
“
3
2 3
1 2
At the level of characters, we see that this map sends the monomials x21x
2
2x3 ÞÑ x2x
2
3x
2
4 and x1x
2
2x
2
3 ÞÑ x
2
2x
2
3x4,
that is, it conjugates the monomials with the permutation 4321.
We may also consider the Demazure crystal B2413p2, 2, 1, 0q, which is the subset shown on the left side of
Fig. 9 of the irreducible gl4 crystal Bp2, 2, 1, 0q show in Fig. 8. Note that it also has a unique highest weight
that has weight p2, 2, 1, 0q, but there are multiple lowest weight elements of different weights. Its character
is κp1,2,0,2q.
3
2 2
1 1
3
2 3
1 1
4
2 2
1 1
3
2 3
1 2
3
2 4
1 1
3
2 4
1 2
4
2 4
1 1
4
2 4
1 2
1
1
1
2 3
3
3 3
3
3 2
2 1
1
3 3
2 1
1
4 2
2 1
1
3 3
2 2
1
4 3
2 1
1
4 3
2 2
1
4 4
2 1
1
4 4
2 2
1
1
1
1
2 3
3
3 3
3
Figure 9. The Demazure gl4 crystal indexed highest weight p2, 2, 1, 0q and permutation
2413 realized on SSYT4p2, 2, 1q (left) and on SSKTp1, 2, 0, 2q (right).
Assaf and Schilling [4] defined an explicit Demazure crystal structure on semistandard key tableaux [3],
the objects that correspond to Mason’s semi-skyline augmented fillings [33]. As semistandard key tableaux
are precisely the semistandard key tabloids with maj “ 0 [3](Proposition 3.1). Their definitions will come as
a special case of the more general structure we define on semistandard key tabloids, so we defer the details
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to Proposition 5.15. However, for comparison, the right side of Fig. 9 shows the Demazure crystal structure
directly on semistandard key tabloids of shape a “ p1, 2, 0, 2q.
4. Characterizations of Demazure crystals
One can prove that a given colored, directed graph with weighted vertices is the crystal of a gln-
representation by finding a weight-preserving bijection with semistandard Young tableaux that intertwines
the crystal operators. To circumvent this difficulty of finding an explicit bijection, Stembridge [40] gave a
local characterization of normal crystals for simply-laced types that allows one to determine directly if a
given colored, directed graph is the crystal for some representation. Parallel to this, one can prove that a
given subset of a normal crystal is a Demazure crystal by finding a weight-preserving injection into semis-
tandard Young tableaux, or bijection to key tableaux, that intertwines the crystal operators. In this section,
we present an alternative local characterization of Demazure subsets of normal crystals.
In §4.1, we define extremal subsets of normal crystals, which contain Demazure subsets as a special case.
These extremal subsets are easy to find and characterize. In §4.2, we extend the axioms for extremal subsets
to a local characterization for Demazure subsets, giving a powerful tool for proving that a given structure
is a Demazure crystal. In §4.3, we characterize the Demazure lowest weight elements for Demazure
crystals. These important elements play a role analogous to highest weight elements for normal crystals in
that they are the unique elements that encode the character of the crystal in their weights.
4.1. Extremal subsets of crystals. Given a connected, normal crystal Bpλq, recall that a weight vector
is an extremal weight if it is of the form w ¨ λ for some permutation w. Similarly, we say that an element
b P Bpλq is extremal if its weight wtpbq is an extremal weight. We begin by noting that extremal weight
elements sit at the ends of their i-strings.
Due to their recurring appearance in the following section, recall from Definition 3.1 that εipbq “ maxtk P
Zě0 | e
k
i pbq ‰ 0u and ϕipbq “ maxtk P Zě0 | f
k
i pbq ‰ 0u. Henceforth, for any x P Bpλq let f
˚
i pxq :“ f
ϕipxq
i pxq
and e˚i pxq :“ e
εipxq
i pxq whenever ϕipxq and εipxq are nonzero, respectively.
Proposition 4.1. If b P Bpλq is extremal, then for each i, either ϕipbq “ 0 or εipbq “ 0.
Proof. Suppose wtpbq “ si ¨ λ. Then, from Definition 3.1(2) it follows that if fipuλq ‰ 0 then ϕipfipuλqq “
ϕipuλq ´ 1. Since eipuλq “ 0 for all i then f
ϕipuλq
i puλq “ b and thus εipbq “ ϕipuq ą 0 and ϕipbq “ 0.
Moreover if j ‰ i then εjpbq “ εjpuλq “ 0. Since any permutation w has reduced expressions in terms of
simple transpositions and for any b P Bpλq there exists a minimal path to λ such that e˚i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ e
˚
in
pbq “ uλ,
then if b is extremal with wtpbq “ w ¨ λ, the result follows by inducting on n “ lpwq. 
Given any normal crystal Bpλq and any subset X of Bpλq, we consider the induced subgraph on X that
includes all edges x
e
Ñ y whenever x, y P X . Similarly, we allow X to inherit the weight map from Bpλq. We
are especially interested in two special classes of subsets.
Definition 4.2. Given a connected, normal crystal Bpλq, a subset X Ď Bpλq is extremal if
(1) uλ P X , where uλ is the highest weight element of Bpλq;
(2) for x P X and 1 ď i ă n, if eipxq ‰ 0, then eipxq P X ;
(3) for x P X and 1 ď i ă n, if fipxq ‰ 0 and fipxq R X , then eipxq R X .
Informally, an extremal subset contains the highest weight element and contain either all elements of
an i-string, no elements of an i-string, or only the top element of an i-string.
Though we will not require the full power of Stembridge’s axioms here, in order to study extremal subsets
we begin with some technical observations that follow from almost directly from these axioms.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose |i ´ j| “ 1 and x, z P Bpλq are such that ϕipxq, ϕjpxq ą 0, εipxq and εjpxq are
zero, and z “ f˚i f
˚
j f
˚
i pxq. Let u “ f
r
j f
s`1
i pxq, v “ e
r
i e
s`1
j pzq, u
1 “ f ri f
s`1
j pxq, and v
1 “ erje
s`1
i pzq. Then,
(1) if r ą ϕjpxq ` 1` s then u “ v “ 0
(2) if r ą ϕipxq ` 1` s then u
1 “ v1 “ 0
(3) if ϕipxq ´ 2 ě s ě r ě 0 then fifjpuq “ fjfipuq, eiejpvq “ ejeipvq, and are nonzero.
(4) if ϕjpxq ´ 2 ě s ě r ě 0 then fifjpu
1q “ fjfipu
1q, eiejpv
1q “ ejeipv
1q, and are nonzero.
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Proof. We recall the following definitions from Section 1 of [40]. Given any x P Bpλq let ǫpx, iq :“ ϕipxq and
δpx, iq :“ εipxq and consider the operators ∆iδpx, jq “ δpeipxq, jq ´ δpx, jq, ∆iǫpx, jq “ ǫpeipxq, jq ´ ǫpx, jq
defined whenever eipxq ‰ 0 and also ∇iδpx, jq “ δpx, jq ´ δpfipxq, jq and ∇iǫpx, jq “ ǫpx, jq ´ ǫpfix, jq
defined whenever fipxq ‰ 0. Given any λ $ n and x P Bpλq by using axioms (P3)-(P6) in [40] for simply-
laced crystals, we can directly deduce the following statements.
(0) If |i´ j| “ 1 and eipxq “ ejpxq “ 0 but fipxq, fjpxq ‰ 0 then ∇iǫpx, jq “ ∇jǫpx, iq “ ´1.
(1) If |i ´ j| “ 1 and eipxq, fipxq, fjpxq ‰ 0 then ∆iδpf
s
j pxq, jq “ 0 whenever f
s
j pxq ‰ 0. Likewise, if
fipxq, eipxq, ejpxq ‰ 0 then ∇iǫpe
s
jpxq, jq “ 0 whenever e
s
i pxq ‰ 0.
(2) If |i ´ j| “ 1 and x satisfies ∆iδpx, jq “ ∆jδpx, iq “ ´1 and fipxq, fjpxq ‰ 0 then ∇iǫpx, jq “
∇jǫpx, iq “ ´1.
(3) If |i ´ j| “ 1 and x satisfies ∆iδpx, jq “ ∆jδpx, iq “ ´1 and fipxq ‰ 0 then ∆iδpfjfipxq, jq “
∆jδpfjfipxq, iq “ ´1.
Graphically, statement (1) can be envisioned as follows:
‚ ‚
x
‚
ñ
‚ ‚
‚ x
‚ ‚ ‚
x
‚
ñ
‚ ‚
‚ x
‚
Whereas statements (2) and (3) say the following:
‚
‚ ‚
‚ ‚
‚ ‚
x
‚ ‚
ñ
‚
‚ ‚
‚ ‚
‚ ‚
x
‚ ‚
‚ ‚
‚ ‚
‚
‚
‚ ‚
‚ ‚
‚ ‚
x
‚
ñ
‚
‚ ‚
‚ ‚
‚ ‚ ‚
x ‚
‚ ‚
‚
Moreover, if x P Bpλq satisfies eipxq “ ejpxq “ 0 and ϕipxq, ϕjpxq ą 0 then for Gx, the maximal connected
subgraph of Bpλq generated by x under the action of fi and fj , the following also holds:
(4) If |i ´ j| ě 2 then Gx has the property that f
r
i f
s
j pzq “ f
s
j f
r
i pzq P Bpλq for any 0 ď s ď ϕjpxq and
0 ď r ď ϕipxq
(5) If |i´ j| “ 1 then Gx has the property that:
‚ f
ϕipxq`ϕjpxq
j f
ϕipxq
i pxq ‰ f
ϕipxq`ϕjpxq
i f
ϕjpxq
j pxq,
‚ eif
ϕipxq`ϕjpxq
j f
ϕipxq
i pxq “ 0 and ejf
ϕipxq`ϕjpxq
i f
ϕjpxq
j pxq “ 0,
‚ f
ϕjpxq
i f
ϕipxq`ϕjpxq
j f
ϕipxq
i pxq “ f
ϕipxq
j f
ϕipxq`ϕjpxq
i f
ϕjpxq
j pxq.
Combining statements (0)-(5) above, the claims in the proposition can be immediately deduced. 
Proposition 4.4. For λ a partition of length n and w a permutation of Sn, the Demazure crystal Bwpλq is
an extremal subset of Bpλq.
Proof. Suppose w has length one so that Bwpλq “ Dipuλq for some 1 ď i ă n. Then, by definition, all
conditions will hold. We proceed by induction on the length of w.
Suppose Bνpλq is extremal for any ν of length at most m ´ 1. If w has length m we may write Bwpλq “
DjDνpuλq where ν is a permutation of length m ´ 1 and thus Dνpuλq “ Di1Di2 . . .Dim´1puλq for some
reduced expression s1i . . . sim of ν is an extremal subset of Bpλq.
It is obvious that uλ P Bwpλq. Suppose x P Bwpλq and eipxq ‰ 0. If i “ j then by definition it follows that
eipxq P Bwpλq. If |i ´ j| ě 2 then since e
˚
j pxq P Dνpuλq, then by axiom (P5) in [40] eipe
˚
j pxqq ‰ 0 and since
Dνpuλq is extremal, then eipe
˚
j pxqq P Dνpuλq. However, since eipe
˚
j pxqq “ e
˚
j peipxqq then eipxq P Dνpuλq.
If |i ´ j| “ 1, by axiom (P6) in [40] we have that eipe
˚
j pxqq ‰ 0 and thus by the induction hypothesis
either eipe
˚
j pxqq “ e
˚
j peipxqq P Dνpuλq or e
˚
j e
˚
i e
˚
j pxq “ e
˚
i e
˚
j e
˚
i pxq P Dνpuλq. In the first case, it is clear
that eipxq P DjpDνpuλqq. In the second case, this implies there is some reduced expression of ν satisfying
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i1 “ i and i2 “ j so that Bwpλq “ DjDiDjDi3 . . .Dim´1puλq. In particular, there is y P Dνpuλq such that
e˚i pyq “ e
˚
j e
˚
i e
˚
j pxq, and since e
˚
j e
˚
i pxq “ y then e
˚
i pxq P DjpDνpuλqq.
Now suppose x P Bwpλq, eipxq, fipxq ‰ 0 and eipxq P Bwpλq. Clearly, if i “ j then fipxq P Bwpλq.
If |i ´ j| ě 2 then since e˚j eipxq and e
˚
j pxq P Dνpuλq, it follows by axiom (P5) in [40] and the induction
hypothesis that e˚j fipxq “ fipe
˚
j pxqq ‰ 0 and fipe
˚
j pxqq P Dνpuλq. Thus, fipxq P Bwpλq. The remaining case,
when |i ´ j| “ 1, follows from axiom (P6) in [40] and the induction hypothesis by similar arguments to the
ones above. 
Recall that highest weights uniquely characterize normal gln crystals. In contrast, for a fixed partition
λ of length at most n, every Demazure subcrystal Bwpλq has the same highest weight, namely λ. Thus, we
need additional information to begin to classify Demazure crystals.
Definition 4.5. Given a subcrystal X Ď B of a normal gln crystal, an element x P X is a lowest weight
element of X if for every i “ 1, 2, . . . , n´ 1 either fipxq “ 0 or fipxq R X .
The full crystal Bpλq has a unique lowest weight element, which has weight the reverse of λ. In contrast,
a Demazure subcrystal Bwpλq can, in general, have multiple lowest weight elements. For example, the
Demazure crystal B2413p2, 2, 1, 0q shown in Fig. 9 has two lowest weight elements.
Define the dominance order on weak compositions of length n by a ď b if and only if for every
k “ 1, . . . , n, we have
(4.1) a1 ` a2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ak ď b1 ` b2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bk.
Using this, we justify our nomenclature for extremal subsets with the following.
Proposition 4.6. Any extremal subset X Ď Bpλq is connected. Moreover, if x P X is a lowest weight element
then either x is extremal or there exists an extremal lowest weight element z P X such that wtpxq ą wtpzq
in dominance order on weak compositions.
Proof. Suppose X Ă Bpλq is extremal. Then for any x P X such that x ‰ uλ there exists 1 ď i ă n for which
eipxq ‰ 0. Since X is extremal then e
N
i pxq P X for all N ą 0 for which e
N
i pxq ‰ 0. Thus, there is some
sequence i1, . . . , ik such that e
˚
i1
e˚i2 . . . e
˚
ik
pxq “ uλ. Since this holds for any x P X , then X is connected.
Suppose, in addition, that x is a lowest weight element of X and thus, by Proposition 4.1, ϕipxq “ 0 for
some i. If x is not extremal then for any reduced path e˚i1e
˚
i2
. . . e˚ikpxq “ uλ there exists 1 ă t ď k for which
fit´1e
˚
it
. . . e˚ikpxq ‰ 0. By combining axioms (P5) and (P6) in [40], one can see that there is a y P Bpλq such
that y “ f˚ik . . . f
˚
it
fit´1e
˚
it
. . . e˚ikpxq with wtpxq ě wtpyq. In particular, axiom (P5) of [40] and (3) and (4)
of Proposition 4.3 ensure that y P X . Iterating this procedure for each y will eventually terminate in an
extremal lowest weight element z P X satisfying wtpxq ě wtpzq. Thus, every lowest weight element of X is
either extremal or is higher in dominance order than some other extremal lowest weight element of X . 
4.2. Local characterizations. While the unique highest weight does not uniquely characterize a Demazure
crystal and lowest weights themselves are not unique, each Demazure crystal has a unique lowest weight
element at the lowest level of the crystal. Moreover, this element uniquely determines the Demazure crystal.
Definition 4.7. Given a subcrystal X Ď B of a normal gln crystal, an element z P X is a Demazure
lowest weight element of X if it is a lowest weight element and for every other lowest weight element
y P X , we have wtpyq ě wtpzq.
The following result follows from the triangularity of Demazure characters with respect to monomials and
the fact that dominance order refines lexicographic order.
Proposition 4.8. The Demazure crystal Bwpλq has a unique Demazure lowest weight element z with
wtpzq “ w ¨ λ.
Recall the length of a permutation w P Sn, denoted by ℓpwq, is the minimum number of simple transpo-
sitions needed to express w. The weak Bruhat order on Sn is defined by u ĺ v whenever v “ sik ¨ ¨ ¨ si1u
and ℓpvq “ k ` ℓpuq. This order translates to containment on Demazure crystals in the following sense.
Proposition 4.9. Let u, v be permutations that act faithfully on a dominant weight λ. Then Bupλq Ď Bvpλq
if and only if u ĺ v.
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Proof. Reduced expressions for a permutation w are in one-to-one correspondence with maximal chains in
the weak order from the identity to w. Thus if u ĺ v, then any reduced expression sik ¨ ¨ ¨ si1 for u can
be completed to a reduced expression sjl ¨ ¨ ¨ sj1sik ¨ ¨ ¨ si1 for v. The result now follows from Eq. (3.12) and
Eq. (3.14). 
In particular, combining Propositions 4.8 and 4.9 gives the following.
Corollary 4.10. If u ĺ v in the weak order on permutations and both act faithfully on a dominant weight
λ, then u ¨ λ ě v ¨ λ in dominance order on weak compositions.
We now refine our notion of extremal subsets to correspond to Demazure crystals.
Definition 4.11. Given a connected, normal crystal Bpλq, a subset X Ď Bpλq is Demazure if it is extremal
and for any extremal elements x, y P X the following conditions hold:
(4) For |i´j| ě 2, if e˚i pxq “ e
˚
j pyq P X , then fjpxq and fipyq are nonzero and contained in X . Moreover,
if fkpxq ‰ 0 for some |k ´ i| “ |k ´ j| “ 1 then fkpyq ‰ 0 if and only if fkf
˚
j pxq ‰ 0.
(5) For |i´ j| “ 1,
(a) if e˚j e
˚
i pyq “ x and fipxq ‰ 0 then fipxq P X .
(b) if e˚i pxq “ e
˚
j pyq then either fipyq or fjpxq P X . If both fipyq and fjpxq P X then f
˚
i f
˚
j pxq “
f˚j f
˚
i pyq P X .
(6) For |i ´ j| “ 1, if e˚i pxq “ e
˚
j e
˚
i pyq and f
˚
in
. . . f˚i1pxq P X for some path for which no reduced
expression si1 . . . sin satisfies si1 “ j, then f
˚
in
. . . f˚i1pyq P X .
x
‚
y
fjpxq fipyq
fi
fi
fj
fj
fj fi
x
‚
y
fjpxq
fj
fj
fi
fi
fi
Figure 10. An illustration of Demazure axioms (4) and (5b) (left) and (5a) (right).
To begin to justify our definition, we have the following.
Theorem 4.12. Any Demazure crystal Bwpλq Ď Bpλq is a Demazure subset.
Proof. By Proposition 4.4 any Demazure crystal Bwpλq is an extremal subset of Bpλq. Thus, without loss of
generality suppose x, y P Bwpλq are extremal elements and that z P Bwpλq is such that z “ e
˚
i pxq “ e
˚
j pyq.
By (4) and (5) in the proof of Proposition 4.3 it follows that z is also extremal.
Condition (4) of Definition 4.11 follows from axioms (P5) and (P6) in [40]. In particular, since z is
extremal, then ejpxq “ eipyq “ 0. Thus, Bwpλq “ Dw2DiDjD
1
wpλq for some permutations w
1, w2 satisfying
w2sisjw
1 “ w2sjsiw
1 “ w. Since in Bpλq, f˚i pyq and f
˚
j pxq ‰ 0, it immediately follows that f
˚
i pyq “ f
˚
j pxq P
Bwpλq, as desired. The second statement in (4) follows directly from noting that if |i´ k| “ |i´ j| “ 1 and
fkpxq and either fkpyq or fkf
˚
j pxq P Bwpλq then necessarily sksjsi is a subword of w.
Conditions (5a) and (5b) of Definition 4.11 follow from the following observations. If z is an extremal
element of Bwpλq with eipzq “ ejpzq “ 0 and f
˚
i pzq, f
˚
j pzq ‰ 0, then for any reduced expression si1 . . . sin
of w there is a sub-expression sik . . . sin for some k such that z P Dik . . .Di1puλq and fiapzq “ 0 for all
1 ď a ď k. Suppose sicsibsia is a subword of sik . . . sin with k ă c ă b ă a ď n and denote by Gz the subset
of Bwpλq generated by acting on z by fi and fj . Then one of the following situations must hold.
(1) If there exists a subword for which ia “ i, ib “ j and ic “ i, then Gz is the subset with highest
weight element z and lowest weight element f˚i f
˚
j f
˚
i pzq and whose edges given by all the i-strings
and j-strings connecting these two vertices.
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(2) If for any such subword, ia ‰ i for any a but ib “ j and ic “ i then Gz is the subset with highest
weight element z and lowest weight elements tf˚j f
s
i pzqusě0 and edges defined by condition (3) in
Proposition 4.3.
(3) If for any subword, ia ‰ i and ib ‰ j for any a and b but ic “ i, then Gz is the full i-string tf
s
i pzqusě0.
(4) If for any subword, ia ‰ i, ib ‰ j and ic ‰ i for any a, b, c then Gz is the single vertex tzu with no
edges.
Condition (6) in Definition 4.11 follows from the relations of the symmetric group and axioms (P5) and
(P6) in [40]. Namely, if x, y are extremal, e˚i pxq “ e
˚
j e
˚
i pyq, and α is some path with reduced expression
si1 . . . sin such that f
˚
in
. . . f˚i1pxq P Bwpλq, it follows that, as before, Bwpλq “ Dw2DiDjD
1
wpλq where x and
y are lowest weight elements of DiDjD
1
wpλq and α is a sub-expression of w
2. If no reduced expression for
α satisfies si1 ‰ j, then pα ¨ siqsj ‰ skpα ¨ siq for any k and thus there exists no paths in Bwpλq satisfying
f˚k f
˚
in
. . . f˚i1pxq “ f
˚
in
. . . f˚i1pyq. Moreover, by iterated applications of axioms (P5) and (P6) and keeping track
of the weights after each application of the lowering operators, one can see that f˚in . . . f
˚
i1
pyq ‰ 0. Combining
this with the fact that α is a sub-expression of w2 implies that f˚in . . . f
˚
i1
pyq P Bwpλq as desired. 
In order to prove the converse of Theorem 4.12, we begin by noting that every Demazure subset has a
unique lowest weight at the lowest level.
In anticipation of the following proof, we recall that a crystal can be regarded as a partially ordered set
with a ĺ b if there exists a sequence of lowering operators fi1 , . . . , fik such that a “ fi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ fikpbq. Regarded
as such, a connected gln-crystal is a lattice, meaning each pair of elements a, b has a unique join (least
upper bound), denoted by a_ b, and a unique meet (greatest lower bound), denoted by a^ b.
Lemma 4.13. For any Demazure subset X Ď Bpλq there exists a unique global lowest weight element Z
satisfying wtpxq ą wtpZq in dominance order for any other lowest weight element x P X. In particular, Z
is extremal and hence if x is also extremal then wtpxq ă wtpZq in Bruhat order.
Proof. Consider the set of lowest weight elements of X . By Proposition 4.6 it suffices to consider only those
weights which are extremal. Suppose X does not have a unique global lowest weight element. Since extremal
weights form a poset under Bruhat order, then there must exist extremal lowest weights x, y P X for which
wtpbq ĺ wtpxq “ wtpyq for any other extremal element b P X . Consider wtpxq ^ wtpyq in the Bruhat graph
of the extremal elements of X . A straightforward application of axioms (P5) and (P6) in [40] shows that
the element u P X satisfying wtpuq “ wtpxq ^ wtpyq must also be extremal. Let si1 . . . sin and sj1 . . . sjn be
reduced expressions for the paths from x and y to u, so that e˚i1 . . . e
˚
in
pxq “ e˚j1 . . . e
˚
jn
pyq “ u.
Case 1: Assume for any reduced expressions si1 . . . sin and sj1 . . . sjn the relation |i1 ´ j1| “ 1 always holds.
Suppose there exists no paths for which i2 ‰ j1 and j2 “ i1.
– If |i1 ´ i2| ě 2 then it follows that |i2 ´ j1| “ 1. If |j2 ´ j1| ě 2 then |j2 ´ i1| “ |j2 ´ i2| “ 1.
Since |j1´ i1| “ |j1´ i1| “ 1, then j1 “ j2 which is clearly impossible since sj1 . . . sjn is reduced.
– If |i1´ i2| “ 1, since j1 ‰ i2 if |j1´ j2| ě 2 it follows that j2 “ i2. Hence, there exists a reduced
expression for the path from u to y satisfying j11 “ i2, which contradicts our assumptions. If
|j1 ´ j2| “ 1, by condition (5b) from Definition 4.11, either f
˚
j1
f˚i1puq P X or f
˚
i1
f˚j1puq P X . In
either case, since |j1´ i2| “ |i1´ j2| “ 2 this again implies there is reduced expression satisfying
j11 “ i2.
Thus, if |i1´ j1| “ 1 for all possible reduced expressions, then there is at least one such expression
for which j2 “ i1 or i2 “ j1. So then, without loss of generality, suppose i2 “ j1.
(1) If j2 ‰ i2 for any such path then, by condition (6) in Definition 4.11, there is a y
1 P X satisfying
e˚i1e
˚
j1
. . . e˚jnpy
1q “ u. However, this implies that wtpyq ă wtpy1q which contradicts y being a
global lowest weight element of X (see Fig. 11).
(2) If j2 “ i2 for some path, since i2 “ j1, then by condition (5) of Definition 4.11 we must have
f˚i1f
˚
j1
f˚i1puq “ f
˚
j1
f˚i1f
˚
j1
puq P X . If j3 “ j1, then wtpf
˚
j1
f˚i1puqq “ wtpxq ^ wtpyq “ wtpuq, which
is impossible. Clearly, if i3 “ i1 an analogous contradiction arises. Thus, i3 ‰ i1 and j3 ‰ j1.
So let u1 “ f˚j1f
˚
i1
puq and u2 “ f˚i1f
˚
j1
puq (see Fig. 12).
(a) Suppose every reduced expression of the paths from u1 to x or u2 to y satisfies |i3´ i1| “ 1
or |j3 ´ j1| “ 1, respectively.
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u‚ ‚
‚
x y
y1
i1 j1
j1
α
α
Figure 11. Case 1.1 for the proof of Lemma 4.13
(i) If f˚i3f
˚
i1
pu1q or f˚j3f
˚
j1
pu2q P X , since either |j3 ´ i1| “ 2 or |i3 ´ j1| “ 2, by (4) in
Definition 4.11 it follows that f˚i3f
˚
i1
puq or f˚j3f
˚
j1
puq P X . Moreover, by condition (6)
this implies that either f˚i3pu
2q “ f˚i3f
˚
i1
f˚j1puq P X or f
˚
j3
pu1q “ f˚j3f
˚
j1
f˚i1puq P X and
so, f˚i3f
˚
j1
pu2q “ f˚i3f
˚
i1
pu1q or f˚j3f
˚
i1
pu1q “ f˚j3f
˚
j1
pu2q are also in X . Thus, we may
iterate Case 1 with u1 or u2 in place of u.
(ii) If either f˚i3f
˚
i1
pu1q or f˚j3f
˚
j1
pu2q P X , then we can iterate Case 1 with u1 or u2 in
place of u, respectively.
u
‚ ‚
‚ u 1 u2 ‚
‚ ‚ ‚
‚ ‚
x y
i1
j1
i1
j1
i1
j1
i3
i3j1
j3
j3 i1
i3 j3
Figure 12. Case 1.2 for the proof of Lemma 4.13
(b) Suppose there exist reduced expressions for the paths from u1 to x or u2 to y satisfying
|i3 ´ i1| ě 2 or |j3 ´ j1| ě 2. In this case, we proceed to Case 2 with u
1 or u2 in place of
u, respectively.
Case 2: Suppose there exist reduced expressions si1 . . . sin and sj1 . . . sjn for the paths from x and y to u
satisfying the relation |i1 ´ j1| ě 2.
(1) Suppose ik ‰ j1 for any k. If |ik ´ j1| ě 2 then by (4) in Definition 4.11 this would imply that
fj1pxq P X , which contradicts y being a lowest weight. Thus, there must exist some maximal r
for which |ik ´ j1| ě 2 for all 1 ď k ă r but |ir ´ j1| “ 1. Set u
1 :“ f˚ir´1 . . . f
˚
ii
puq (see Fig. 13).
(a) If f˚irf
˚
j1
pu1q P X then any path from it cannot terminate in y, since this would contradict
u satisfying wtpuq “ wtpxq ^wtpyq. Thus, the longest possible path out of u1 that passes
through f˚irf
˚
j1
pu1q must be shorter than the path from u1 to y and thus we iterate Case
1 with u1 in place of u.
(b) If f˚irf
˚
j1
pu1q R X , then by (5) in Definition 4.11 f˚j1f
˚
ir
pu1q P X . Since j1 ‰ ir`1 then by
considering |ir`1 ´ j1| we can iterate Case 1 or Case 2 as needed, with u
1 in place of u.
Clearly, if jk ‰ i1 for any k an analogous result holds.
(2) Now suppose every reduced expression satisfies ir “ j1 for some r and js “ i1 for some s.
Then we can choose paths such that r and s are minimized. As an immediate consequence
|j1 ´ ir´1| “ |js´1 ´ i1| “ 1, else the minimality of r and s would be violated. Moreover, if
k ă r is the largest index for which |ik ´ ik´1| ě 2 then it follows that |ik´1 ´ it| ě 2 for
all k ă t ď r. However, this implies there exists some reduced expression si1
1
. . . si1n for the
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u‚ ‚
‚ ‚
u1 ‚
‚
‚
‚
‚ ‚
x y
i1
ir´1
ir
ir`1
i1
ir´1
j1
j1
j1
j1
irj1
Figure 13. Case 2.1 for the proof of Lemma 4.13
same path for which i1r´1 “ j1 which contradicts the minimality of r. Thus, ik “ ik´1 ` 1 and
jk1 “ jk1´1 ´ 1 (or vice versa) for all 1 ď k ď r and 1 ď k
1 ď s. Since ir “ j1 and js “ i1, then
without loss of generality if we assume i1 ă j1 then i1 “ j1´r`1 and js “ j1´s`1 imply s “ r
and ik “ j1 ´ r ` k for all 1 ď k ď r. In particular, |j1 ´ ik| “ |j1 ´ pj1 ´ r ` kq| “ |r ´ k| ě 2
whenever k ď r ´ 2. Likewise, |j2 ´ ik| ě 2 for k ď r ´ 3.
Thus, if set u1 :“ f˚ir´2 . . . f
˚
i1
puq (see figure below) then by condition (4) of Definition 4.11 it
follows that f˚jr´1f
˚
j1
pu1q P X . It is clear the analogous situation holds for u2 :“ f˚jr´2 . . . f
˚
j1
puq.
In particular, we can iteratively apply condition (4) from Definition 4.11 and obtain a sequence
of elements in X that lie higher in Bruhat order than u1 and u2 (see figure below). Moreover,
since ir´1 “ j1´ 1 and jr´1 “ i1´ 1 then we can proceed to Case 1 by replacing u with u
1 and
u2, respectively. (See Fig. 14)
u
‚ ‚
‚ ‚ ‚
u1 ‚ ‚ u2
‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚
‚ ‚ ‚ ‚
x y
i1
ir´2
ir´1
ir
i1
ir´2
i1
i1
j1
jr´2
jr´1
jr
j1
jr´2
j1
j1
ir´1 jr´1
Figure 14. Case 2.2 for the proof of Lemma 4.13
Thus, by iterative applications of Case 1 and 2 we can eventually find an element u1 on the path between
u and x or u and y which satisfies Case 1.1 and yields the desired contradiction. That is, if x, y P X are
extremal lowest weights with wtpxq “ wtpyq, then there is a z P X also extremal satisfying wtpxq ă wtpzq in
Bruhat order. Since X is finite, then this implies X has a unique global lowest weight element. 
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Finally, we have our main result of this section.
Theorem 4.14. For any Demazure subset X Ď Bpλq there exists w P Sn such that X “ Bwpλq. That is,
any Demazure subset of a normal crystal is a Demazure crystal.
Proof. By Lemma 4.13 X contains a unique global lowest weight satisfying wtpZq ă wtpbq in dominance
order for any b P X and wtpxq ă wtpZq in Bruhat order for any other extremal lowest weight x P X . Hence,
if y P X is any extremal weight with wtpyq “ σ ¨ λ then since wtpyq ă wtpZq in Bruhat order, then if
wtpZq “ w ¨ λ it follows that σ ă w. Since by Definition 4.11 X is an extremal subset and thus closed under
the action of ei, it follows that X “ Bwpλq, the Demazure crystal with highest weight uλ and Demazure
lowest weight Z. 
4.3. Demazure lowest weights. Highest weight elements are extremely powerful since they uniquely char-
acterize normal crystals, immediately determine the character, and are easily found from a vertex of the
crystal by applying any sequence of raising operators. In contrast, Demazure lowest weight elements satisfy
the first two conditions but lack the essential property of being easy to find by applying arbitrary sequences
of lowering operators.
In order to find the Demazure lowest weights of a Demazure crystal algorithmically, we consider certain
sequences of lowering operators that may be applied to elements of extremal subsets.
Definition 4.15. Let X Ď Bpλq be an extremal subset of a normal crystal. For i ď j and b P X , define an
operator Fri,js on X by
(4.2) Fri,jspbq “ f
ri
i f
ri`1
i`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ f
rj
j pbq
where rk “ ϕkpFrk`1,jspbqq if fkpFrk`1,jspbqq P X and otherwise rk “ 0. We say that Fri,js acts faithfully
on b if rk ą 0 for each i ď k ď j.
In other words, Fri,js applies lowering operators sequentially from fj down to fi with each applied as
many times as possible without annihilating the element or leaving X , and this is faithful if it can be done
with each f rkk acting nontrivially.
We use these composite lowering operators to find the Demazure lowest weight element from the highest
weight element by the following algorithm.
Definition 4.16. Given a connected Demazure crystal B, define an element Z P B by the following proce-
dure. Set X0 to be the (unique) highest weight element of B, and for k ą 0, do the following
(1) if Xk´1 is a lowest weight, then set Z “ Xk´1 and stop;
(2) otherwise, set Xk “ Frik ,jkspXk´1q where
(a) ik is minimal among all i for which there exists j ě i such that Fri,js acts faithfully on Xk´1,
and
(b) jk is maximal among all j ě ik for which Frik ,js acts faithfully on Xk´1.
In [1](Proposition 2.4), Assaf shows that every permutation w has a unique reduced word π characterized
by the properties that, when writing π “ pπpkq| ¨ ¨ ¨ |πp1qq such that each subword πpiq is an increasing
subsequences of maximal length,
(1) each such subsequence πpiq is an interval of integers, and
(2) the smallest letters in each maximal length increasing subsequence decrease from left to right, i.e.
π
piq
1 ą π
pi´1q
1 .
Such a word is called super-Yamanouchi [1](Definition 2.3). For example, the word
p
πp4qhkikj
5, 6, 7 |
πp3qhkikj
4, 5 |
πp2qhkkkikkkj
3, 4, 5, 6 |
πp1qhkikj
1, 2, 3 q
is the super-Yamanouchi reduced word for the permutation 41758236.
Lemma 4.17. Let Bwpλq be a Demazure crystal, and let uλ be the highest weight element. Let π be the super-
Yamanouchi reduced word for w, and write π “ pπpkq| ¨ ¨ ¨ |πp1qq for the decomposition of π into increasing
subsequence of maximal length. Then for all i ď k, Fπpiq acts faithfully on Fπpi´1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ Fπp1qpuλq.
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Proof. From Proposition 4.1 it follows that for X Ă Bpλq an extremal subset, if b P X is an extremal element
and Fri,js acts faithfully on b within X , then Fri,jspbq P X is an extremal element. The result now follows
from Definition 3.14 and Eq. (3.13) since π is a reduced word for w. 
In fact, the sequence Fπpkq ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ Fπp1qpuλq is precisely the result of Definition 4.16. Thus we always have
a canonical sequence of lowering operators that will terminate at the Demazure lowest weight.
Theorem 4.18. For Bw a connected Demazure crystal, the element Z P Bw determined by Definition 4.16
is the Demazure lowest weight of Bw.
Proof. Consider the Demazure crystal Bwpλq. Let π “ pπ
pkq| ¨ ¨ ¨ |πp1qq denote the decomposition of the
super-Yamanouchi reduced word for w into increasing subsequences of maximal length. We proceed by
induction on k. If k “ 1, then π is an increasing interval, say π “ pi, i ` 1, . . . , jq for some i ď j. In this
case, fhpuλq R Bwpλq for any h R ri, js. Therefore the only intervals ri
1, j1s for which Fri1,j1s acts faithfully
are contained in ri, js, so by Lemma 4.17, since Fri,js acts faithfully on uλ, the result of Definition 4.16 is
Z “ Fπpuλq as desired.
Now let k ą 1 and assume the result whenever the super-Yamanouchi reduced word for w has fewer than
k increasing intervals. Let v be the permutation with reduced word πpk´1q ¨ ¨ ¨πp1q. Then πpk´1q ¨ ¨ ¨πp1q is
super-Yamanouchi, and v acts faithfully on λ. Therefore by induction, the element Z 1 P Bvpλq constructed
by Definition 4.16 for Bvpλq is given by Z
1 “ Fπpk´1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ Fπp1qpuλq. Since w “ π
pkqv, we have v ă w in
weak Bruhat order and so, by Proposition 4.9, we have Bvpλq Ă Bwpλq. In particular, Z
1 P Bwpλq.
From the characterization of super-Yamanouchi words, it follows that for each 1 ď i ă k, if π
piq
j denotes
the jth entry of πpiq, then
(4.3) π
piq
1 ă min
1ďj
!
π
psq
j | i ` 1 ď s ď k
)
.
Therefore Z 1 is the element constructed by the first k ´ 1 iterations of Definition 4.16(2) since each π
piq
1 is
minimal within Bwpλq as well. By Lemma 4.17, Fπpkq acts faithfully on Z
1, and since fhpZ
1q R Bwpλq for
h R πpkq, the final step of Definition 4.16(2) will result in Z “ FπpkqpZ
1q “ Fπpuλq as desired. 
Parallel to the expansion in Eq. (3.4), we have the following tractable character formula.
Corollary 4.19. For B any Demazure crystal, we have
(4.4) chpBq “
ÿ
uPB
u highest weight
κwtpZpuqq.
5. Demazure crystal on key tabloids
We now apply the tools and techniques of crystal theory to the specialized nonsymmetric Macdonald
polynomials. In particular, we will define crystal operators on semistandard key tabloids that generate a
Demazure crystal, thereby giving a new combinatorial proof of Theorem 2.6 along with a tractable formula for
the coefficients that arise in the Demazure expansion of a specialized nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomial.
In §5.1, we define explicit raising and lowering operators on semistandard key tabloids that are inverse
to one another and change the weight in the prescribed way. In §5.2, we shift our paradigm to Kohnert’s
diagram model for Demazure characters in order to obtain an injection from semistandard key tabloids to
semistandard Young tableaux that intertwines with the crystal operators. Then, in §5.3, we use the tools
developed in §4 to prove our operators define a Demazure crystal by showing that their image under the
map to semistandard Young tableaux is in fact a Demazure subset.
5.1. Crystal operators on key tabloids. Generalizing the crystal constructions on Young tableaux, we
give a new proof of Theorem 2.6 by constructing an explicit Demazure crystal on semi-standard key tabloids.
To begin, we define a pairing rule that will determine the lengths of the i-strings.
Definition 5.1. For T P SSKDpaq and 1 ď i ă n an integer, define the i-pairing of the cells of T with
entries i or i ` 1 as follows: i-pair together i and i ` 1 whenever they occur in the same column, and then
iteratively i-pair an unpaired i`1 with an unpaired i to its left whenever all entries i or i`1 that lie between
them are already i-paired.
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Example 5.2. For a “ p0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 10, 12, 0, 8, 3q, Fig. 15 shows the 2-pairing for the given semistandard
key tabloid. The paired entries are connected with red lines and the only unpaired 3 is circled.
2 2 2
4 3 3 3 2 2 2 2
7 7 6 6 5 4 3 3 3 3 3 3
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
Figure 15. An example of the 2-pairing on a semistandard key tabloid.
Definition 5.3. Given any T P SSKDpaq and an integer 1 ď i ă n define the raising operator ei on
SSKDpaq whose action on T is as follows:
‚ if T does not have any cells containing an unpaired i` 1 then eipT q “ 0.
‚ otherwise, ei changes the rightmost unpaired i` 1 to i and
– swaps the entries i and i` 1 in each of the consecutive columns left of this entry that have an
i` 1 in the same row and an i above, and
– swaps the entries i and i` 1 in each of the consecutive columns right of this entry that have an
i` 1 in the same row and an i below.
Example 5.4. Let a “ p0, 0, 4, 0, 6, 2, 2q. Then e4 acts on cells with entries 4 and 5 as shown in Fig. 16.
At each step, the circled entries contain the unpaired 5’s and the red highlighted entries are the columns on
which e4 will act. As can be seen, each application of e4 decreases the number of unpaired 5’s by one. When
no more remain, then e4 acts by zero.
2 4
4 3
5 5 5 5 6 5
1 1 1 4
e4ÝÑ
2 4
4 3
5 5 5 5 6 4
1 1 1 4
e4ÝÑ
2 5
5 3
4 4 4 4 6 4
1 1 1 5
e4ÝÑ 0
Figure 16. An example of the raising operators applied to a semistandard key tabloid.
Note for any T P SSKD on which ei acts non-trivially, the consecutive sequence of columns that will be
affected by its action will have entries i and i` 1 distributed in a specific way, as illustrated in Fig. 17. The
following result collects useful facts about these affected columns.
Proposition 5.5. Let T P SSKDpaq and i an integer such that eipT q ‰ 0. Then the columns of T that are
modified non-trivially by the action of ei will satisfy the following properties:
i) The column of the rightmost unpaired i` 1 will have no cells with value equal to i.
ii) For any two consecutive columns both of which contain a cell equal to i, the i in the right column
must be in the same row or higher than the i in the left column.
iii) The column immediately left of the leftmost affected column cannot have a cell containing an unpaired
i.
iv) The i ` 1 in the leftmost affected column cannot have a cell with value i immediately to its left.
v) The column immediately right of the rightmost affect column cannot have any cells with an unpaired
i` 1.
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vi) The i`1 in the rightmost affected column cannot have a cell with value i`1 immediately to its right.
Proof. We prove each point separately.
i) This follows from the definition of i-paring, since if such an i existed then the leftmost unpaired i`1
would be paired.
ii) If this were not the case both cells containing i would be attacking, which is impossible since T P
SSKDpaq.
iii) If such a cell existed then by Definition 5.1 it would i-pair with the rightmost unpaired i` 1, which
is a contradiction.
iv) Consider the cell containing an i`1 in the leftmost affected column. Then if the cell immediately to
its right has value i, then by (iii) this i must be paired with some i` 1 located in the same column
and below it. If the i is in a row strictly shorter than the row of the i ` 1 below it with which it is
paired, then the cell right of this i` 1 must also contain an i` 1. This implies the leftmost affected
column has two cells with value i` 1 which is impossible. If instead, the i is in a row weakly longer
than the row of the i` 1 below it with which it is paired, then the cell right of this i` 1 must again
have value i` 1. Thus, the cell right of the leftmost affected i` 1 cannot have value i.
v) This is obvious, since clearly there can exist no unpaired i`1’s right of the rightmost unpaired i`1.
vi) Consider the cell with value i ` 1 in the rightmost affected column of T and suppose the cell
immediately to its right also contained an i` 1. By (v) this cell must be paired with an i located in
the same column and above it. If the row of the i in this column were weakly longer than the row
of the i` 1 below it, then the cell right of the i would also have value i. This is impossible since the
i` 1 in the rightmost affected column is either unpaired or paired with an i below it. Thus, the row
of i must strictly shorter than the row of i` 1 and thus the cell to the right of i` 1 must also have
value i ` 1. Since this new i ` 1 also lies right of the rightmost unpaired i ` 1 we can iterate the
previous argument for each consecutive column to the right of the rightmost affected column and
conclude that the rightmost affected i` 1 has a cell in the same row and in some column to its right
with an unpaired i` 1 which is clearly a contraction.

i
i i
i
i
¨ ¨ ¨ i` 1 i` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ i` 1 i` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ i` 1 i` 1 i` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ i` 1 i` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ i` 1 i` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨
i
i
i
i
i
Figure 17. The layout of the consecutive columns of T P SSKDpaq affected by ei. The
rightmost unpaired i ` 1 of T is highlighted in red and contains no cells equal to i in the
same column. For any other two adjacent columns, the row of the i in the left column must
be at the same height or lower than the row of the i in the right column.
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Unlike the crystal operators on semistandard Young tableaux, the raising operator ei on semistandard
key tabloids can invert the relative order of i and i ` 1 within a given column, motivating the following
definition.
Given any T P SSKDpaq and integer 1 ď i ă n such that eipT q ‰ 0, we say ei flips T if its action on T
changes an i above i`1 in some column to an i`1 above i. For instance, in Example 5.4 the first application
of e4 does not flip the tabloid but the second application of e4 does.
From Definition 5.3, we see that for any T P SSKDpaq, the action of ei on T is restricted to cells with i and
i`1’s in a consecutive set of columns left and right of the rightmost unpaired i`1. As will be demonstrated
in the following two lemmas, the very specific distribution these columns satisfy (see Fig. 17) imposes certain
restrictions on the lengths of the rows containing i` 1 and i in each column.
Lemma 5.6. Let i be an integer 1 ď i ă n and suppose T P SSKDpaq has a cell with an unpaired i ` 1 in
column c and row r, for some c, r ě 1.
If T contains a sequence of consecutive columns immediately right of column c such that each column has
an i ` 1 in row r and an i in some row below it, then row r is weakly longer than the rows of all the i’s
contained in the sequence.
Proof. Denote by tc ` su1ďsďm the maximal sequence of consecutive columns right of column c satisfying
the conditions above, and for each column c`s, denote by rs the row containing i. We proceed by induction
on s.
First, suppose r is strictly shorter than r1. Since any other value would create a co-inversion triple, then
the cell below i ` 1 in column c and left of i in column c ` 1 must contain an i. This contradicts the i ` 1
in column c being unpaired. Hence, r must be weakly longer than r1.
Now, suppose there is an s ą 1 such that r is weakly longer than rs´1 but is strictly shorter than rs.
Then the cell left of the i in row rs and below the i ` 1 in column c ` s ´ 1 must have value i. Since no
column may have two cells of equal value, this implies rs “ rs´1. Thus, r is weakly longer than rs which
contradicts the assumptions. 
Lemma 5.7. Let i be an integer 1 ď i ă n and suppose T P SSKDpaq has a cell with an unpaired i ` 1 in
column c and row r, for some c, r ě 1.
If T contains a sequence of consecutive columns immediately left of column c such that each column has
an i ` 1 in row r and an i in some row above it, then row r is strictly longer than the rows of all the i’s
contained in the sequence.
Proof. Once again, denote by tc ´ su1ďsďn the maximal sequence of consecutive columns left of column c
satisfying the assumptions above, and for each column c´ s, denote by rs the row containing i. We proceed
by induction on ´s.
Suppose r is weakly shorter than rn. Then, the cell immediately left of the i contained in column c ´ n
must have value i. However, since n is maximal, if such a cell existed it would be paired with the i ` 1
contained in column c, which is a contradiction.
If there exists s ă n such that r is strictly longer than rs but weakly shorter than rs´1, then the cell
immediately left of the i contained in column c´ s´ 1 has entry i. This implies rs “ rs´1, so that rs´1 is
both strictly longer and weakly shorter than r, which is nonsense. 
The specific distribution of the cells containing i and i` 1 exemplified in the previous two lemmas is the
key to proving that the raising operators ei are well defined on SSKDpaq. In order to do so we show that
for any T P SSKDpaq on which ei acts non-trivially, eipT q has no attacking cells nor any co-inversion triples
and has the same major index as T .
Lemma 5.8. Let T P SSKDpaq and 1 ď i ă n be an integer such that eipT q ‰ 0. Then eipT q has no
attacking cells.
Proof. First consider the case of two cells located in the same column. If the column contains both an i and
an i` 1, then ei will act by swapping these entries, and hence its image will never have a column with two
cells of the same value. Likewise, if the column contains an unpaired i` 1, then this column cannot contain
a cell with value i. Thus, when ei sends this i` 1 to i it will not be attacking a cell in the same column, so
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we need only consider the case of attacking cells in adjacent columns with the cell on the left strictly higher
than the cell on the right.
If the left cell has value i and the right cell has value i ` 1 (see the left diagram in Fig. 18), then ei
acts non-trivially on these columns only if i is paired with an i ` 1 below it and immediately left of the
i` 1 in the right cell. Since ei will act by exchanging these entries, the image of these columns will remain
non-attacking.
Suppose instead the left cell has value i ` 1 and the right cell has value i (see the middle diagram in
Fig. 18). If the top row is weakly longer then the entry immediately right of the left cell must have value
i ` 1. Thus, if ei acts non-trivially on these columns it must swap all i’s and i ` 1’s and consequently does
not create any attacking cells.
If the top row is strictly shorter, then the entry immediately left of the right cell must have value i (see
the right diagram in Fig. 18). Moreover, if ei acted only on the right column then the right cell containing
an i would be paired with an i ` 1 above it, which occurs only if there exists an unpaired i ` 1 in some
column to its left. However, by the definition of ei, this implies the i ` 1 above the right cell and the i ` 1
in the left cell lie in the same row. By Lemma 5.6 this is impossible since this would mean the top row is
both weakly longer and strictly shorter than the bottom row. If ei acted on the left column then once again
by Lemma 5.6 this leads to a contradiction regarding the relative lengths of the top and bottom row.

i` 1
...
i
i` 1
eiÝÑ
i
...
i` 1
i i
...
i` 1i` 1
eiÝÑ
i` 1
...
ii
i
...
i` 1
i
i` 1
...
...
“
i
...
i` 1
i
i` 1
...
Figure 18. The different cases for the proof of Lemma 5.8.
Lemma 5.9. Let T P SSKDpaq and 1 ď i ă n and integer such that eipT q ‰ 0. Then maj peipT qq “ majpT q.
Proof. We will show that the set of cells c for which the entry is greater than that to its right is preserved
by ei, which implies preservation of major index.
Consider a fixed row of T . If no cell in that row changes from T to eipT q, then the major index is trivially
maintained. Suppose then that cells b1, . . . , bk, k ě 1, change in passing from T to eipT q. By Proposition 5.5,
these entries must lie in consecutive columns, say with bj immediately left of bj`1. Let a denote the cell
immediately left of b1 and let c denote the cell immediately right of bk.
By the definition of ei, all entries in b1, . . . , bk of T must coincide, and ei will toggle the values between i
and i` 1. Thus there is no decent among b1, . . . , bk before or after applying ei. Therefore the only cases to
be checked are the potential descent from a to b1 and from bk to c.
If a ă i, then a ă i, i`1 creating a descent in both T and eipT q, and if a ě i`1, then a ě i, i`1 avoiding
a descent in both T and eipT q. By Proposition 5.5(iii), a ‰ i, so this resolves all cases for a.
Similarly, if c ď i, then i, i`1 ě c avoiding a descent in both T and eipT q, and if c ą i`1, then i, i`1 ă c
creating a descent in both T and eipT q. By Proposition 5.5(iv), c ‰ i` 1, so this resolves all cases for c. 
Lemma 5.10. Let T P SSKDpaq and 1 ď i ă n an integer such that eipT q ‰ 0. Then coinvpeipT qq “ 0.
Proof. Suppose T P SSKDpaq has two consecutive rows forming a triple. If only one of the cells contains an
entry equal to i or i ` 1 but the other two cells do not then clearly the action of ei on these columns will
not modify the existing orientation and so the image of T under ei will not contain co-inversion triples.
Now suppose the triple has two cells with value i or i` 1. By [16](Lemma 3.6.3), a co-inversion triple will
never contain two cells with equal value, and so it suffices to consider triples containing one cell with value
i, one cell with value i` 1, and one cell with value x ‰ i, i` 1. Hence, let T P SSKDpaq be such that eipT q
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contains a co-inversion triple with only one cell not equal to i or i ` 1. We will show that such a T cannot
exist by considering each possible co-inversion triple of this form and deriving a contradiction.
Assume eipT q contains a triple of type I, thus the bottom row is strictly longer than the top row of the
triple.
‚ Suppose i lies in the top cell, i` 1 in the bottom left cell, and x in the bottom right cell (see figure
below). Then the only possible pre-image interchanges the i and i ` 1. However, if in T i ` 1 lies
above i in the same column then by Lemma 5.6 the top row must be weakly longer than the bottom
row, which is a contradiction.
i` 1
...
i
x
eiÐÝ
i
...
i` 1
x
‚ Suppose i ` 1 lies in the top cell, x in the bottom left cell, and i in the bottom right cell. If in T
the cells above and right of x were either both i or both i ` 1, they would be attacking. Thus, T
must have an i in the cell above x and an i` 1 in the cell right of x. This implies that in T the cell
containing i is paired with an i`1 below it in the same column. By the definition of ei, the i`1’s in
the adjacent columns must lie in the same row so x “ i` 1. This is impossible since by assumption
x ‰ i` 1.
x
...
i` 1
i
eiÐÝ
x
...
i
i
or
x
...
i` 1
i` 1
or
x
...
i
i` 1
‚ Suppose x lies in the top cell, i in the bottom left cell, and i ` 1 in the bottom right cell. If T
contained an i in both cells of the bottom row, then this would imply the right column of the triple
was the leftmost affected column of T . However, by Proposition 5.5 (iii) there cannot be an unpaired
i left of the leftmost affected column, hence this situation is impossible.If instead, T contained an i
in the left bottom cell and an i` 1 in the right bottom cell, then by Definition 5.3 ei would not act
on both columns. Thus this cannot be the preimage of eipT q. Finally, if both cells on the bottom
row of T had value i` 1 then the left column of the triple would be the rightmost affected column.
By Proposition 5.5 (vi) this is impossible. Thus, for any T P SSKDpaq its image eipT q will never
contain a co-inversion triple of this form.
i
...
x
i` 1
eiÐÝ
i
...
x
i
or
i` 1
...
x
i
or
i` 1
...
x
i` 1
Now assume eipT q contains a triple of type II, and thus the top row is weakly longer than the bottom row
of the triple.
‚ Suppose i lies in the bottom cell, i ` 1 in the top left cell, and x in the top right cell. If in T the
cells in the triple left and below x both had value i or i ` 1, then these cells would be attacking.
Thus, T must have an i right of x in the top row and an i ` 1 below x in the bottom row. By
Definition 5.3, the i in the top left cell must be i-paired with an i` 1 below it and left of the i ` 1
below x. By Lemma 5.7 since i lies above i ` 1 then the bottom row must be strictly longer. This
is a contradiction since by definition type II triples must have the top row weakly longer than the
bottom row.
i
...
xi` 1
eiÐÝ
i
...
xi
or
i` 1
...
xi` 1
or
i` 1
...
xi
‚ Suppose x lies in the bottom cell, i in the top left cell, and i ` 1 in the top right cell. If T had an
i` 1 in the top left cell and an i in the top right cell, then by Definition 5.3 and Proposition 5.5(v)
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ei would only act on left column, so this cannot be the preimage. If T contained an i in both cells
of the top row then the right column of the triple would be the leftmost affected column of T . By
Proposition 5.5 (iii) this cannot occur since the left column of the triple cannot have an unpaired i.
Thus in T , both cells in the top row of the triple must have value i ` 1. However, this implies the
left column of the triple is the rightmost affected column of T , so by Proposition 5.5 (vi) the column
to its right cannot contain an unpaired i ` 1. Thus this co-inversion triple cannot be a part of the
image under ei for any T P SSKDpaq.
x
...
i` 1i
eiÐÝ
x
...
ii` 1
or
x
...
ii
or
x
...
i` 1i` 1
‚ Lastly, suppose x lies in the top left cell, i in the top right cell, and i ` 1 in the bottom cell. Then
the only possible preimage has an i ` 1 in the top right cell and an i in the cell below it. Since the
top row is weakly longer than the bottom row, this implies x “ i` 1 which is a contradiction.
i` 1
...
ix
eiÐÝ
i
...
i` 1x

From these lemmas, we establish the following theorem.
Theorem 5.11. For any integer 1 ď i ă n, the raising operators ei : SSKDpaq Ñ SSKDpaq Y t0u are
well-defined maj-preserving maps on SSKDpaq.
Proof. Recall that if T is a semistandard key tabloid no cells of T can form attacking pairs or co-inversion
triples. By Lemmas 5.8 and 5.10 we have that for any T P SSKDpaq with eipT q ‰ 0 then eipT q has
no attacking cells and coinvpT q “ 0. Thus eipT q P SSKDpaq. Moreover, by Lemma 5.9 we also have
majpeipT qq “ majpT q so ei is indeed maj-preserving. 
In an entirely analogous manner for integers 1 ď i ă n we can define lowering operators, denoted by fi,
satisfying fipT
1q “ T if and only if eipT q “ T
1 for all T, T 1 P SSKDpaq.
Definition 5.12. Given any T P SSKDpaq and an integer 1 ď i ă n, define the lowering operator fi on
SSKDpaq whose action on T is as follows:
‚ Set fipT q “ 0 whenever
– T does not have any cells containing an unpaired i or
– the leftmost unpaired i is in row i and all columns to its left have an i in the same row with an
i` 1 above them.
‚ otherwise, fi changes the leftmost unpaired i to i` 1 and
– swaps the entries i and i` 1 in each of the consecutive columns left of this entry that have an
i in the same row and an i` 1 above, and
– swaps the entries i and i` 1 in each of the consecutive columns right of this entry that have an
i in the same row and an i` 1 below.
Whenever T has an unpaired i yet fipT q “ 0, we say that T is subject to Demazure death.
We similarly say that fi flips T if within some column if fi changes i` 1 above i to become i above i` 1.
Remark 5.13. Given any T P SSKDpaq we note that if fipT q ‰ 0 then the first column cannot have an
unpaired i in row i (since fi will always act on the leftmost unpaired i). So if Ni is the number of unpaired
cells with value i of T then f si pT q ‰ 0 for all 1 ď s ď Ni but f
Ni`1
i pT q “ 0. Thus for any T with eipT q “ 0
either fipT q “ 0 or fi will act nontrivially exactly Ni times.
We now prove that these raising and lowering operators are inverse to one another when nonzero.
Theorem 5.14. For S, T P SSKDpaq, we have eipSq “ T if and only if fipT q “ S.
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Proof. Suppose T P SSKDpaq and i and integer such that eipT q ‰ 0. Since T contains an unpaired i ` 1,
necessarily there is no unpaired i left of the rightmost unpaired i` 1. Consequently, the leftmost unpaired i
in eipT q will be precisely the image of the rightmost unpaired i` 1 in T . By Proposition 5.5 (iv) it follows
that the affected columns left of the rightmost unpaired i ` 1 in T will be the same affected columns left
of the leftmost unpaired i in eipT q. Furthermore, if the i ` 1 in the rightmost affected column of T has a
cell immediately right with value i, then this i will either be unpaired or paired with an i` 1 above it and
will thus be unaffected by the action of ei and fi. Hence the columns right of the rightmost unpaired i ` 1
in T affected by ei are the same as columns right of the leftmost unpaired i in eipT q affected by fi. Thus
fipeipT qq “ T .
Likewise, if S P SSKDpaq with fipSq ‰ 0 then since fi acts non-trivially only if there is no unpaired i` 1
right of the leftmost unpaired i, then the rightmost unpaired i`1 in fipSq must be the image of the leftmost
unpaired i in S. Since in the rightmost of column of S affected by fi the cell containing an i cannot contain
an i` 1 immediately to its left, then the columns in S affected by fi right of the leftmost unpaired i are the
same as the columns in fi right of the rightmost unpaired i ` 1 in fipSq affected by ei. Furthermore, if in
the leftmost column of S affected by fi the cell containing an i had a cell with an i ` 1 immediately to its
left, then this i ` 1 cannot have an i above it since that would create an attacking cell. Thus, the columns
of S affected by fi left of the leftmost unpaired i are the same as the columns of fipSq affected by ei left of
the rightmost unpaired i` 1. Hence, eipfipSqq “ S. 
5.2. Rectification of key tabloids. Assaf and Schilling [4] defined an explicit Demazure crystal structure
on semistandard key tableaux [3], the objects that correspond to Mason’s semi-skyline augmented fillings [33].
As semistandard key tableaux are precisely the semistandard key tabloids with maj “ 0 [3](Proposition 3.1),
we can consider our operators restricted to this case, and in so doing we recover the constructions of Assaf
and Schilling [4].
Proposition 5.15. The raising operators in Definition 5.3 restricted to semistandard key tableaux agree
with the raising operators in [4](Definition 3.7).
Proof. Using notation and terminology from [4], the condition mipwpT qq ă 0 is precisely the statement that
there exists unpaired i’s left of the rightmost unpaired i ` 1 and mipwpT qq “ 0 is the statement that no
unpaired i` 11s exists. Moreover, in an SSKT there can never be columns as in Lemma 5.7 since the entry
immediately left of the i in column c ` 1 would have to be greater than i ` 1, and consequently, the entry
to the left of it would need to be smaller than i` 1, which contradicts rows being weakly decreasing. Thus,
the entry where q is maximal as in [4] is precisely the i ` 1 in the leftmost affected column c´ n. Since by
definition in [4], ei swaps i’s and i ` 1’s in all columns weakly right of this entry, then the columns flipped
by the original definition of [4] and the one given here are exactly the same. 
In particular, by [4](Theorem 3.14), the raising operators on semistandard key tableaux give a Demazure
crystal. We aim to show this holds for semistandard key tabloids as well by comparing the latter with
the former. To achieve this, we shift our paradigm from tabloids to diagrams, arbitrary collections of unit
cells in the first quadrant, based Kohnert’s [25] elegant combinatorial algorithm for computing a Demazure
character.
Definition 5.16 ([25]). A Kohnert move on a diagram selects the rightmost cell of a given row and moves
the cell to the first available position below, jumping over other cells in its way as needed.
Given a weak composition a, the key diagram a as the set of left justified cells with ai in row i, indexed
in cartesian coordinates. Fig. 19 shows all diagrams that can be obtained via Kohnert moves from the key
diagram of p0, 3, 2q.
Denote the set of diagrams that can be obtained by Kohnert moves from the diagram of a by KDpaq. Note
that there might be multiple ways to obtain a diagram from different Kohnert moves of a given diagram,
but each resulting diagram is included in the set exactly once.
Theorem 5.17 ([25]). The Demazure character κa is given by
(5.1) κa “
ÿ
DPKDpaq
x
wtpDq1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨x
wtpDqn
n ,
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Figure 19. Iterative construction of Kohnert diagrams for p0, 3, 2q, where an edge down
indicates the lower diagram can be obtained from the higher via a single Kohnert move.
where wtpDq is the weak compositions whose ith part is the number of cells in the ith row of D.
The poset structure on Kohnert diagrams that arise for a key diagram is not a crystal structure, and
Kohnert moves do not generally correspond to crystal moves. However, the Demazure crystal structure from
[4] has a natural analog on Kohnert diagrams through the correspondence between diagrams and tableaux
based on [2](Definition 3.14).
Definition 5.18. The diagram map D sends a nonattacking filling to a diagram by letting DpT q be the
diagram with a cell in row r and column c if and only if T has a cell with entry r in column c.
2 4
4 3
5 5 5 5 6 5
1 1 1 4
❤
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❤
❤
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D
Figure 20. An example of the diagram map D on a semistandard key tabloid.
Assaf [2](Theorem 3.15) shows that the diagram map is a bijection between Kohnert diagrams for a and
semistandard key tableaux for a. We translate the crystal operators under this bijection as follows.
Definition 5.19. Given any diagram D with n ě 1 rows and integer 1 ď i ă n, define the vertical i-
pairing of D as follows: i-pair any boxes in rows i and i` 1 that are located in the same column and then
iteratively vertically i-pair any unpaired boxes in row i` 1 with the leftmost unpaired box in row i located
in a column to its left whenever all the boxes in rows i and i ` 1 in the columns between them are already
vertically i-paired.
Example 5.20. The vertical 2-pairing for the diagram in Fig. 21 is indicated by shading in blue the cells in
row 2 that are 2-paired with a cell in row 3 strictly to its right, and the latter cells are shaded in red. The
purple cell is the rightmost unpaired. Note that this diagram is precisely DpT q for T the diagram in Fig. 15,
and the two pairing rules correspond.
Definition 5.21. Given any integer n ě 0 and any diagramD with at most n rows, for any integer 1 ď i ă n
define the raising operator e˜i on the space of diagrams as the operator that pushes the rightmost vertically
unpaired box in row i`1 ofD down to row i. IfD has no vertically unpaired boxes in row i`1 then e˜ipDq “ 0.
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Figure 21. An illustration of the pairing rule on diagrams.
Example 5.22. The leftmost diagram in Fig. 22 has two vertically unpaired cells in row 5 (indicated as ),
and so e˜4 acts by lowering these cells (resulting in ) from the right until none remains. These diagrams
are precisely the images of the semistandard key tabloids in Fig. 16 under the diagram map.
❤
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0
e˜4 e˜4 e˜4
Figure 22. The images of the semistandard key tabloids in Fig. 9/Example 4.2 under the
diagram map.
Proposition 5.23. Let T P SSKDpaq and suppose eipT q ‰ 0. Then DpeipT qq “ e˜ipDpT qq. That is, the
raising operators on tabloids and on diagrams coincide.
Proof. Suppose T P SSKDpaq and eipT q ‰ 0. Then ei will send the rightmost i ` 1 in T to i and flip
all the entries with values i and i ` 1 in certain affected columns of T . Since D sorts the cells in any
fixed column of T based on the value of their entries and not the row in which they are situated, then if
T, T 1 P SSKDpaq differ only by a flip of an i and i ` 1 in a given column then DpT q “ DpT 1q. Now, a quick
comparison of Definitions 5.1 and 5.19 makes it apparent that the rightmost unpaired i`1 in T corresponds
to the rightmost unpaired box in DpT q. Thus, the column on which D acts corresponds to the only affected
column of T on which ei does not act by a flip but by sending the rightmost unpaired i ` 1 to an i. Thus,
DpeipT qq “ e˜ipDpT qq. 
In order to make use of the known Demazure crystal structure on Kohnert diagrams for a key diagram, we
introduce a rectification map that sends an arbitrary diagram to a Kohnert diagram for some key diagram.
On the level of tabloids, rectification sends a semistandard key tabloid to a semistandard key tableau.
The key to understanding the rectification map is the following characterization stated in [6](Lemma 2.2).
Lemma 5.24 ([6]). A diagram D can be obtained via a series of Kohnert moves on a key diagram if and
only if for every position pr, cq P Nˆ N with c ą 1, we have
(5.2) #tps, c´ 1q P D | s ě ru ě #tps, cq P D | s ě ru.
Recall the crystal flip map F from Definition 3.6 and consider the map from diagrams satisfying Lemma 5.24
to semistandard Young tableaux that gives a partial inverse of the diagrammap, based on [2](Definition 3.14).
Definition 5.25. For fixed n, define the tableau map T on diagrams D with no cells above row n satisfying
Lemma 5.24 as follows. Place entry n´ r ` 1 in each cell of row r; drop and sort the cells of each columns
to be bottom-justified and to increase from bottom to top; apply the crystal flip map F .
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4
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F
ÝÑ
3
2
1 1 2
Figure 23. An illustration of the tableau map T with n “ 4.
Note the first two steps of Definition 5.25 are equivalent to the column sorting map of [4](Definition 3.5),
and so by [4](Proposition 3.6), the result is a semistandard Young tableau. Therefore the crystal flip applies,
making the tableau map of Definition 5.25 well-defined. For an example, see Fig. 23.
An equivalent reformulation of Lemma 5.24 is that the image under the tableau map of any diagram
satisfying Eq. (5.2) is a semistandard Young tableau of partition shape.
Recall from § 3.3 that eˆ denotes the raising operators on semistandard Young tableaux.
Proposition 5.26. For any diagram D satisfying Eq. (5.2), TpDq is a semistandard Young tableau of
partition shape. Moreover, if e˜ipDq ‰ 0, then Tpe˜ipDqq “ eˆipTpDqq.
Proof. Generalizing [6](Definition 4.5) to the semistandard case, the column sorting map φ that lets cells of
a semistandard key tableau fall vertically until it has partition shape, reverses entries by i ÞÑ n´ i` 1, and
sorts columns is an injection from SSKTpaq to SSYTpλq, where λ is the partition rearrangement of a, by
[4](Proposition 3.6). By [2](Theorem 3.15), the diagram map D is a bijection between Kohnert diagrams for
a and semistandard key tableaux for a. Then the column sorting map may be factored as T ˝ D, and so by
Lemma 5.24, since any diagram D satisfying Eq. (5.2) may be identified with a semistandard key tableau
of some shape a, we have TpDq is a semistandard Young tableau of shape the partition rearrangement of a.
By [4](Lemma 3.9), we have φpeipT qq “ fˆn´ipφpT qq, so composing with the crystal-reversing flip map gives
the desired interwining. 
We utilize the characterization in Lemma 5.24 to define a map from semistandard key tabloids to semis-
tandard key tableaux and ultimately, by Proposition 5.26, to semistandard Young tableaux.
Definition 5.27. Given any diagram D with n ě 1 columns and integer 1 ď i ă n, define the horizontal
i-pairing of D as follows: i-pair any boxes in columns i and i`1 that are located in the same row and then
iteratively i-pair any unpaired box in column i` 1 with the topmost unpaired box in column i located in a
row above it whenever all the boxes in columns i and i`1 in the rows between them are already horizontally
i-paired.
Remark 5.28. Notice that horizontal i-pairing is nothing more than a “transposed” version of vertical i-
pairing in Definition 5.19 with the concept of rows and columns exchanged. That is, the concepts are equal
under the mapping that sends a cell in position pr, cq to pc, rq.
Definition 5.29. Given any integer n ě 0 and any diagram D with at most n columns, for any integer
1 ď i ă n, define the rectification operator ei on the space of diagrams as the operator which pushes the
bottom-most horizontally unpaired box in column i ` 1 of D left to column i. If D has no unpaired boxes
in column i` 1 then ei acts by zero.
Unlike the raising operators, we will use the rectification operators in a prescribed way to map a given
diagram to one that can be obtained from a composition diagram by a sequence of Kohnert moves.
Definition 5.30. Given a diagram D, define the rectification of D, denoted by rectpDq, as follows. If
eipDq “ 0 for all i ě 1, then set rectpDq “ D. Otherwise, finding the minimal column index i ě 1 such that
eipDq ‰ 0, replacing D with eipDq, and repeat.
Key diagrams are a special case of diagrams that can arise, and we remark with the result below that
they often correspond to extremal elements.
Proposition 5.31. Given any key diagram D with e˜ipDq “ 0 and f˜ipDq ‰ 0 for some i, then f˜
˚
i pDq is also
a key diagram.
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Proof. If e˜ipDq “ 0 and f˜ipDq ‰ 0 for some i then necessarily wtpDqi ą wtpDqi`1. Since D is a key diagram,
it is left justified so row i must be strictly longer than row i`1. Thus all cells in row i in columns with index
greater than wtpDqi`1 will be vertically unpaired. If k “ wtpDqi ´ wtpDqi`1, since f˜i acts on the leftmost
vertically unpaired box in row i, then f˜i will act nontrivially on D exactly k times, pushing each of the cells
in row i and columns wtpDqi`1 ` 1 through wtpDqi up to row i` 1 sequentially from left to right. Since f˜i
will not affect any rows with index j ‰ i, i` 1 then f˜ki pDq “ f˜
˚
i pDq will have wtpDqi cells in row i` 1 and
wtpDqi`1 cells in row i and, consequently, be left justified. 
The following lemma is the precursor to showing that rectification commutes with the crystal operators
by showing that the pairing structures are respected.
Lemma 5.32. Rectification operators preserve vertical i-pairing. That is, given any diagram D with n
columns, if NipDq is the number of cells in row i`1 that are not vertically i-paired, then NipDq “ Ni( ec(D))
for any 1 ď c ă n.
Likewise, raising operators on diagrams preserve horizontal i-pairing. That is, given any diagram D with
m rows, if MipDq is the number of cells in column i ` 1 that are not horizontally i-paired, then MipDq “
Mi( e˜r(D)) for any 1 ď r ă m.
Proof. Since rectification operators act by pushing a cell one space to its left, it suffices to consider all possible
arrangements of cells in positions pi, cq, pi, c`1q, pi`1, cq, and pi`1, c`1q on which ec acts non-trivially and
show that in each case the total number of vertically i-paired boxes is invariant under ec for any 1 ď c ă n.
If only one position in the arrangement is nonempty and ec acts nontrivially, it is clear that pushing this
cell left to column c will not modify any existing vertical i-pairings.
If the arrangement consists of two nonempty cells, then either both cells lie in column c` 1 or they lie in
positions pi ` 1, c` 1q and pi, cq. If the first, then by Definition 5.27 the bottom cell is horizontally paired
only if the top cell is also, in which case ec pushes the cell in position pi, c` 1q left which leaves its vertical
i-pairing with the cell in pi ` 1, c` 1q unaltered. The second situation follows from a dual argument to the
first.
i+1
i
c c+1
❤❤
❤❤
ec i+1
i
c c+1
❤❤
❤❤
ec i+1
i
c c+1
❤❤
❤❤
If the arrangement consists of three nonempty cells then either the cell in position pi, c ` 1q or in position
pi ` 1, c ` 1q can be pushed left. Although the specific cells that are paired with each other changes, the
number of cells that were vertically paired or unpaired does not. Thus, NipDq “ Nip ecpDqq for any 1 ď c ă n.
i+1
i
c c+1
❤❤
❤❤
ec i+1
i
c c+1
❤❤
❤❤
, i+1
i
c c+1
❤❤
❤❤
ec i+1
i
c c+1
❤❤
❤❤
By Remark 5.28 the statement that for any i raising operators preserve the cells that are not horizontally
i-paired follows identically from the work above by exchanging rows and columns. 
The following theorem is the key to establishing a Demazure crystal structure for nonsymmetric Macdonald
polynomials, essentially by pulling the structure of semi-standard key tabloids back to semi-standard key
tableaux.
Theorem 5.33. The rectification operators and the raising operators on diagrams commute. That is, given
any diagram D for which ecpDq ‰ 0 then for any row index r ě 1, e˜rpDq ‰ 0 if and only if e˜rp ecpDqq ‰ 0.
Likewise, if e˜rpDq ‰ 0 then for any column index c ě 1, ecpDq ‰ 0 if and only if ecpe˜rpDqq ‰ 0. In this
case, we have ecpe˜rpDqq “ e˜rp ecpDqq for all values of r and c for which ecpDq ‰ 0 and e˜rpDq ‰ 0.
Proof. Suppose ec acts on a diagram D by pushing cell pr ` 1, c ` 1q to pr ` 1, cq and e˜r1 acts of D by
pushing cell pr1 ` 1, c1` 1q to pr1, c1 ` 1q. Since the raising operators and rectification operators preserve the
horizontal and vertical pairings, respectively, then the statements that e˜rpDq ‰ 0 if and only if e˜rp ecpDqq ‰ 0
and ecpDq ‰ 0 if and only if ecpe˜rpDqq ‰ 0 follow immediately from Lemma 5.32.
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Since ec only affects cells pr`1, c`1q and pr`1, cq, and e˜r1 only affects cells pr
1`1, c1`1q and pr1, c1`1q,
and by Lemma 5.32 their actions do not modify the respective pairings, then it is clear that if these four
cells do not overlap in any way then the raising and rectification operators will commute. Thus, it suffices
to check the following two cases.
Case 1: Suppose r “ r1 and c “ c1 (see left diagram in Fig. 24). That is, ec and e˜r both act on D by pushing
cell pr` 1, c` 1q left and down, respectively. Since ecpDq ‰ 0 and e˜rpDq ‰ 0 then positions pr, c` 1q
and pr ` 1, cq must both be empty. In particular, this implies that pr, cq must also be empty, since
otherwise the cell in pr ` 1, c` 1q would pair vertically with it. Thus, ecpDq sends pr ` 1, c` 1q to
pr ` 1, cq. Since pr, cq is empty and all cells in row r to the left of column c were vertically r-paired,
then pr` 1, cq is actually the rightmost vertically unpaired cell in row r` 1. Thus, e˜rp ecpDqq pushes
pr ` 1, cq down to position pr, cq. If instead we act of D by e˜r first, then the cell in pr ` 1, c ` 1q
is first sent to pr, c ` 1q. Once again, since pr, cq is empty and all cells in column c in rows higher
than r are horizontally c-paired then the cell in pr, c ` 1q is the bottom-most cell in column c ` 1
that is horizontally unpaired. Thus, Ec pushes pr, c ` 1q left to position pr, cq. Since all other cells
of D remain in the same exact positions after applying Ec and e˜r, then we see that in this situation
ece˜rpDq “ e˜r ecpDq.
Case 2: Suppose instead that r “ r1 ` 1 and c “ c1 ` 1 (see right diagram in Fig. 24). That is, ec sends
pr, c`1q to pr, cq and e˜r sends pr, c`1q to pr, cq. Since ecpDq ‰ 0 then there must be a cell in position
pr ` 1, c` 1q. Otherwise, pr, c` 1q would be horizontally c-paired with pr ` 1, cq which contradicts
our assumptions. Now, ec acts on D by pushing pr, c` 1q left to position pr, cq. Since in D the cell
in pr ` 1, cq was the rightmost vertically unpaired cell in row r ` 1, then every cell in row r in a
column left of c must be vertically r-paired. Hence, in ecpDq the rightmost unpaired cell in row r`1
is located in position pr ` 1, c` 1q. Consequently, e˜r acts on ecpDq by pushing pr ` 1, c` 1q down
to position pr, c ` 1q. If instead e˜r acts first, then pr ` 1, cq is pushed down to pr, cq. This time,
since every cell in column c and row higher than r`1 is horizontally c-paired, then the bottom most
horizontally unpaired cell in column c ` 1 of e˜rpDq is in position pr ` 1, c ` 1q. Thus, ec acts on
e˜rpDq by pushing this cell left to pr ` 1, cq. Since in both compositions the resulting diagrams have
cells in positions pr ` 1, cq, pr, cq and pr, c ` 1q and no cell in position pr ` 1, c ` 1q, then as before
ece˜rpDq “ e˜r ecpDq.

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Figure 24. Diagrams depicting the operations described in Case 1 (left) and Case 2 (right)
of the proof of Theorem 5.33. At each step the cells on which the raising and rectification
operators act are colored blue and red, respectively. The light gray circles are meant to
denote empty spaces and are included only to clarify the relative position of the filled cell.
Corollary 5.34. The raising operators commute with rectification. That is, given any diagram D and any
row index r ě 1, e˜rpDq ‰ 0 if and only if e˜rprectpDqq ‰ 0. In this situation, we have rectpe˜rpDqq “
e˜rprectpDqq.
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Proof. Suppose e˜r acts on D by moving the cell in position pr ` 1, cq to position pr, cq. If rectpDq “ D then
it suffices to show that rectpe˜rpDqq “ e˜rpDq. In particular, by Lemma 5.32 we know that raising operators
preserve horizontal pairing. Thus, if ecpDq “ 0 for all c ě 1, then ecpe˜rpDqq “ 0 for all c ě 1. Consequently,
rectpe˜rpDqq “ e˜rpDq.
If instead rectpDq ‰ D, then there must exist some c ě 1 such that ecpDq ‰ 0. By Theorem 5.33 we know
that whenever ecpDq ‰ 0 and e˜rpDq ‰ 0 then these operators commute. Thus, it immediately follows that
rectpe˜rpDqq “ e˜rprectpDqq, as desired. 
For the sake of conciseness, we introduce the following notation.
Definition 5.35. The embedding map P : SSKDÑ SSYT is the composition of the maps T ˝ rect ˝ D.
With this in hand, we combine the previous results and show that P is in fact a crystal homomorphism
from SSKDpaq into SSYT, that is, P preserves the crystal structures.
Corollary 5.36. Let a be a weak composition of length n, and let C Ď SSKDpaq be any subset closed under
the raising and lowering operators on semistandard key tabloids. Then there exists a partition λ such that
PpCq Ď SSYTnpλq. Moreover, for any T P SSKDpaq such that eipT q ‰ 0, we have
PpeipT qq “ eˆipPpT qq.
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Figure 25. Examples of the map P given by the rectification algorithm from semi-standard
key tabloids, to diagrams, to Kohnert diagrams (via rectification), to semi-standard Young
tableaux.
In particular, each connected component of the graph determined by the raising operators on semistandard
key tabloids is a subset of a normal crystal.
Example 5.37. In Fig. 25 we see a detailed example of the embedding map P acting on some of the elements
of the Demazure crystal B4321p3, 1, 1, 0q. The colored entries and balls denote the unpaired cells on which
the raising operators act. For a detailed example of the entire Demazure crystal B4321p3, 1, 1, 0q we refer the
reader to Fig. 34 in the Appendix.
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5.3. Demazure property. We leverage the tools developed in Section 4 to show that rectification is, in
fact, a crystal isomorphism between the graph determined by raising operators on semistandard key tabloids
and the Demazure crystal on semistandard key tableaux.
To begin, we must show the graph is extremal, as in Definition 4.2. In particular, we must show each
component contains the necessary highest weight element. To that end, we have the following.
Lemma 5.38. If T P SSKDpaq is such that eipT q “ 0 for all i, then rectpDpT qq is a key diagram with
partition weight.
Proof. If eipT q “ 0 for all i then clearly all cells with entries i` i are i-paired and so wtpT qi`1 ď wtpT qi for
all i. Thus, wtpT q is a partition. Consequently, it suffices to show that rectpDpT qq is left justified.
By Lemma 5.32 rectification preserves the number of vertical i-pairs, therefore all the cells in row i ` 1
of rectpDpT qq must be vertically i-paired. That is to say, for any cell in row i ` 1 there is a cell in row i
located either below it or in a column to its left. In particular, in column one this implies all cells must lie
in a consecutive block of rows with indexes 1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď R11 . This in turn forces the cells in column two to lie
in at most two blocks of consecutive rows with indexes 1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď R21 and R11 ` 1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď R22 satisfying
R21 ď R11 . Iterating this procedure we find that column c ` 1 must have cells in at most c ` 1 blocks of
consecutive rows with indexes 1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď Rpc`1q1 , Rc1 ` 1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď Rpc`1q2 , . . . , Rcc ` 1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď Rpc`1qpc`1q
satisfying Rpc`1qj ď Rcj for all 1 ď j ď c (see Fig. 26).
Since rectification acts on the column with the lowest possible index and on the lowest row of the affected
column, then if DpT q has cells in column two that have row index higher than R11 then the first rectification
operator to act will be e1. Specifically, since column one has no cells in rows higher than R11 then every cell
in column two in rows R11 ` 1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď R22 is not horizontally 1-paired. Thus, e1 will act R22 ´R11 times on
DpT q and push all the cells of column two in rows R11 ` 1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď R22 left to column one, left justifying the
first two columns in the process. Since all the cells in column two now lie in consecutive rows 1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď R21 ,
rectification will now act by applying e2 to e
R22´R11
1 pDpT qq exactly pR32 ´R21q` pR33 ´R22q times and left
justifying columns two and three. Iterating this procedure if we set mspc` 1q :“
řs
i“1pRpc`1qi`1 ´Rciq and
Rc :“ e
m1pc`1q
1 e
m2pc`1q
s . . . e
mcpc`1q
c , then rectification will act on DpT q in the following manner:
rectpDpT qq “ RM´1 RM´2 . . . R1pDpT qq,
whereM is the number of columns of DpT q. Thus for each 1 ď c ďM´1, the diagram Rc RM´2 . . . R1pDpT qq
has the same cells as DpT q but with the first c ` 1 columns left justified and all columns to the right of
column c`1 identical to those of DpT q. Hence, rectification will sequentially left justify the first c columns of
DpT q with c increasing one step at a time and so DpT q is rectified to a key diagram of partition weight. 
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Figure 26. Example of rectification of a diagram where e˜i acts trivially for all i.
Example 5.39. In Fig. 26 we can see how a diagram Y satisfying e˜ipY q “ 0 for all i is rectified to a partition
diagram. In particular, R1 “ e
3
1, R2 “ e1 e
4
2, R3 “ e
2
1 e
3
2 e
4
3 so that rectpDpY qq “ R3 R2 R1pY q.
Lemma 5.40. Each connected component of the graph on SSKDpaq defined by the raising operators ei has
a unique tabloid Y such that eipY q “ 0 for all i.
Proof. Assume Y we not unique. Since the graph is connected there is a vertex X and index i such that
eipXq “ Y . Suppose there exists ejpXq ‰ 0 for some j ‰ i. Recall that we can apply rectification and
diagram maps to each vertex and embed the graph into a crystal. Denote by DX “ rectpDpXqq, then
by Theorem 5.33 we know that e˜ipDXq “ DY and e˜jpDXq “ DejpXq. Moreover, by Stembridge’s crystal
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axioms the vertices DY and DejpXq will be part of either a commuting square or an sl2 relation. Either way,
e˜jpDY q ‰ 0. By Corollary 5.36 there exists W P SSKDpaq such that DW “ e˜jpDY q and thus ejpY q “ W
which contradicts the original assumption.
More generally, since the graph is connected we can assume there exists an a vertexX with wtpXq ă wtpY q
such that e
mik
ik
. . . e
mi1
i1
pXq “ Y for some indexes is and such that ejpXq ‰ 0 for some j ‰ i1. By considering
a vertex X with the previous properties and k minimal we can iteratively apply the previous argument and
obtain an identical contradiction. 
Theorem 5.41. Each connected component of the graph on SSKDpaq defined by the raising operators ei is
an extremal subcrystal of a normal crystal.
Proof. Let C denote a connected component of the graph on SSKDpaq defined by the raising operators ei.
By Corollary 5.36, PpCq Ă SSYTnpλq for some partition λ. We will show that C is an extremal subset of
Bpλq. By Lemma 5.40, there is a unique Y P C such that eipY q “ 0 for all i. By Lemma 5.38, PpY q is the
highest weight in Bpλq, where λ “ wtpY q is the partition weight of rectpDpY qq. In particular, C contains the
highest weight of Bpλq, proving condition (1) of Definition 4.2. By definition, C is closed under ei, proving
condition (2).
Finally, to show condition (3) we note that if x P C and fipxq ‰ 0, then by definition fipxq P C. Thus,
suppose fipxq “ 0 but that both fˆipPpxqq ‰ 0 and eˆipPpxqq ‰ 0. If every cell with value i of x is i-paired,
then every box in row i of Dpxq will be vertically i-paired. By Lemma 5.32 it follows that every cell in row i
of rectpDpxqq will also be vertically i-paired. Finally, it is straight forward to see that the tableau map T also
preserves the number of i-paired entries with value i. Hence, if fipxq “ 0 because x contains no unpaired i,
then fˆipPpxqq “ 0 which contradicts the assumptions. Hence, fipxq “ 0 due to the Demazure condition. In
this case, the leftmost unpaired i of x must lie in column 1 and row i. However, this implies that x contains
no cells with value i` 1 which are not i-paired. Thus eipxq “ 0. However, by Lemma 5.32 and an analogous
argument to the one above, this implies that eˆipPpxqq “ 0, which cannot be. Thus, if both fˆipPpxqq ‰ 0
and eˆipPpxqq ‰ 0, then there exists eipxq, fipxq P C such that fipxq “ fˆipPpxqq and eipxq “ eˆipPpxqq. 
Finally, we prove the embedded subset is Demazure.
Theorem 5.42. Each connected component of the graph on SSKDpaq defined by the raising operators ei is
a Demazure subcrystal of a normal crystal.
Proof. Let C denote the connected component of the graph on SSKDpaq defined by raising operators ei.
By Theorem 5.41 we know C is an extremal subset. Thus, it remains to show that C satisfies conditions
p4q´ p6q of Definition 4.11. Since C Ă Bpλq, for any x P C it makes sense to consider the operator ϕipxq from
Definition 3.1. Recall from equation (3.16) that ϕipxq equals the number of cells with value i which are not
i-paired.
In particular, if ϕipxq ą 0 and fipxq ‰ 0 then
ϕjpfipxqq “
$’&
’%
ϕjpxq |i´ j| ě 2
ϕjpxq or ϕjpxq ` 1 |i´ j| “ 1
ϕjpxq ´ 1 i “ j.
Moreover, since C is an extremal subset of Bpλq, then by condition p3q of Definition 4.2, if |i ´ j| “ 1
and both ϕipxq, ϕjpxq ą 0 then ϕipf
˚
j pxqq “ ϕipxq ` ϕjpxq ą 1. We prove each condition of Definition 4.11
individually.
5a) First, suppose that x P C is extremal and f˚i f
˚
i`1pxq P C. If ϕ1pxq ą 0 then fipxq “ 0 only if x has
a Demazure death for i. Hence, there is a column c of x containing the leftmost i not paired with
an i ` 1 such that all columns strictly to its left have an i in row i and an i ` 1 in a row above it.
However, by piiiq of Proposition 5.5 this immediately yields a contradiction. This is because even if
there exists an i`1 that is not i`2-paired in a column c1 ď c of x, the resulting element f˚i`1pxq will
still contain an i in row i and column c1 that is not i` 1 paired and will cause fif
˚
i`1pxq “ 0. Hence,
fipxq ‰ 0. An analogous argument shows that if f
˚
i f
˚
i´1pxq P C and ϕipxq ą 0 then also fipxq P C.
This proves condition p5aq in Definition 4.11.
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5b) Now suppose that x, y P C are extremal and that e˚i pxq “ e
˚
i`1pyq “ u for some u P C also extremal.
Since ϕipuq, ϕi`1puq ą 0 we know that ϕi`1pxq, ϕipyq ą 1. Thus, if fi`1pxq “ 0 it must be due to
Demazure death. We will show that if this is the case then fipyq ‰ 0. So suppose x has a continuous
sequence of i` 1’s in row i` 1 and columns 1, . . . , c, all of which are i` 1-paired with an i` 2 above
them except for the i`1 in column c. Since e˚i pxq “ u and fi`1puq ‰ 0 then x contains a consecutive
sequence of i1s in situated above the i`11 in columns 1, . . . , c1´1 for some c1 ď c. If c1 ă c then this
would imply that column c1 of u contains an i that is not paired with an i`1 and thus, an i`2 that
is also not i ` 1-paired. But u is extremal and since fi`1puq ‰ 0 then ei`2puq “ 0. Thus c
1 “ c and
so column c of u has an i that is not i` 1-paired and whose columns 1, . . . , c´ 1 each contain an i in
row i` 1 which are paired with an i` 1 above them, which in turn is also paired with an i` 2 in a
higher row. Therefore, fi`1puq leaves columns 1, . . . , c untouched, and thus fipyq “ fipf
˚
i`1puqq ‰ 0.
The remaining case when fipyq “ 0 instead follows analogously. This proves the first part of p5bq
from Definition 4.11.
Now suppose that neither fipyq nor fi`1pxq are zero. Since C Ă Bpλq is an extremal subset,
then ϕi`1pf
˚
i pyqq “ ϕipuq ą 0 and ϕipf
˚
i`1pxqq “ ϕi`1puq ą 0. Thus, if either fif
˚
i`1pxq “ 0 or
fi`1f
˚
i pyq “ 0 it is due to Demazure death. As before, suppose this is the case and columns 1, . . . , c´1
of fif
˚
i`1pxq have a continuous sequence of i’s in row i which are all i-paired with i` 1’s above them
and that column c contains the leftmost i which is not i`1-paired. If col1,...,cpxq “ col1,...,cpf
˚
i`1pxqq
then fipxq “ 0 due to Demazure death, which is impossible since eipxq ‰ 0 and C contains full
i-strings. Hence, col1,...,c1pxq ‰ col1,...,c1pf
˚
i`1pxq for some column c
1 ď c. By an identical argument
to the one above, it follows that c1 “ c and so columns 1, . . . , c´1 of x have a continuous sequence of
i’s in row i, a continuous sequence of i` 1’s in row r ą i, a continuous sequence of i` 2’s above the
i`1’s, and an i and an i`2 in column c both of which are not paired with an i`1. In particular, this
implies that col1,...,cpuq “ col1,...,cpxq and thus col1,...,cpyq “ col1,...,cpf
˚
i`1pxqq. However, this means
fipyq “ 0 which contradicts the initial assumptions. If instead we assume that fi`1f
˚
i pyq “ 0 then
an analogous contradiction can be derived. This proves the second part of p5bq from Definition 4.11.
4a) Suppose |i´ j| ě 2, x, y P C are extremal, and e˚i pxq “ e
˚
j pyq “ u for some u P C also extremal. To
prove p4aq of Definition 4.11 we note that since fjpuq ‰ 0 and fipuq will not affect any cells with
values j, j ` 1 then all cells, paired an unpaired alike, with values j, j ` 1 of u will remain the same
in x “ f˚i puq. Thus, fjpuq ‰ 0 implies fjpxq ‰ 0. Clearly, if fipuq ‰ 0 then also fipyq ‰ 0.
4b) Now suppose that j “ i ` 2 and that as before e˚i pxq “ e
˚
i`2pyq “ u for some extremal u P C.
By condition p4aq and the fact that C is an extremal subset of Bpλq we know this implies that
f˚i`2pxq “ f
˚
i pyq “ z for some z P C. Suppose also that fi`1pxq ‰ 0 and fi`1pzq ‰ 0. Since
fi`1fipuq ‰ 0 and ei`2puq “ 0 then ϕi`1pxq ě ϕipuq. If ϕi`1pyq “ 0 then ϕi`1pxq ă ϕi`1pzq “
ϕipyq “ ϕipuq ď ϕi`1pxq, which is clearly nonsense. Hence, ϕi`1pyq ą 0 and so fi`1pyq “ 0
only if y has a Demazure death. So suppose this is the case and y has a consecutive sequence of
i ` 1’s in row i ` 1 with i ` 2’s above them in columns 1, . . . , c ´ 1 and whose leftmost unpaired
i ` 1 lies in column c. If col1,...,cpuq ‰ col1,...,cpyq then y contains a consecutive sequence of i ` 3’s
in columns 1, . . . , c in a row between the i ` 11s and i ` 21s, so that in u “ e˚i`2pyq the i ` 2’s
and i ` 31s in these columns are swapped. The only way that col1,...,cpuq ‰ col1,...,cpxq is if u
has a consecutive sequence of i1s in row i and columns 1, . . . , c ` 1 that flip with the i ` 11s in
row i ` 1, but since x “ f˚i puq this would mean x “ 0. Thus col1,...,cpuq “ col1,...,cpxq. Since
z “ f˚i`2pxq, this implies that col1,...,cpzq “ col1,...,cpyq and thus fi`1pzq “ 0 which contradicts
our initial assumptions. Hence, it must be that col1,...,cpuq “ col1,...,cpyq. By the same argument as
above, col1,...,cpxq ‰ col1,...,cpuq. However, this implies that fi`1pxq “ 0 which is false by assumption.
Hence, if fi`1pxq and fi`1pzq ‰ 0 then also fi`1pyq ‰ 0.
To prove the other direction suppose that instead fi`1pxq and fi`1pyq ‰ 0 but that fi`1pzq “ 0.
As before, since fipyq, fi`1pyq ‰ 0 then ϕi`1pzq ą 1. Thus, if fi`1pzq “ 0 it is due to Demazure
death. By condition p5aq we know that if fi`1pzq “ 0 then fif
˚
i`1pyq and fi`2f
˚
i`1pxq are both
nonzero. Now, by the proof of p5aq above we know that y must have its leftmost i that is not paired
with an i ` 1 in row i and column c, such hat every column to its left has an i in the same row
and i ` 1 above it. Moreover, since e˚i`2pyq “ u, fi`1pxq ‰ 0, and fi`1pzq “ 0 then by analogous
arguments to those above we can deduce that columns 1, . . . , c ´ 1 of y also contain a sequence of
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i ` 2-paired i ` 31s with column c containing the leftmost i ` 3 of y not paired with an i ` 2. In
particular, this means that every i ` 2 in columns 1, . . . , c is paired with an i ` 3. Since column
c of y contains no i ` 2 and fi`2pyq ‰ 0 but eipyq “ 0 then y must have some other cell right of
column c containing an i` 1 that is not paired with and i` 2 but is paired with an i. Furthermore,
since u “ e˚i`2pyq then this unpaired i` 1 right of column c is unaltered by ei`2 and thus, remains
unpaired with an i in u. However, this means that eipuq ‰ 0 which contradicts u being extremal
since f˚i puq “ x and so u must be at the top of the i-string. Consequently, if both fi`1pxq and
fi`1pyq ‰ 0 then also fi`1pzq ‰ 0. This completes the proof for condition p4bq of Definition 4.11.
6) Finally, suppose that x, y P C are extremal elements satisfying e˚i pxq “ e
˚
i`1e
˚
i pyq “ u for some
u P C also extremal and that, in addition, fkpxq ‰ 0 for some k ‰ i ` 1. Moreover, recall that
ϕjpf
˚
i puqq ě ϕjpuq whenever |i ´ j| “ 1 and ϕjpfipuqq “ ϕjpuq whenever |i ´ j| “ 2. In order to
show that fkpyq is also nonzero we observe how the columns of u behave locally under the action of
fi and fi`1. If a column c of u contains an i that is not paired with an i` 1 then under the action
of f˚i the i in column c of u will become an i ` 1-paired/unpaired i ` 1, depending on whether or
not an unpaired i ` 2 exists in a column weakly right of c. Hence, either both or neither fi`1pxq
and fi`1pyq are zero. If additionally, the i in column c of u is i ´ 1-paired, then in both f
˚
i puq and
f˚i f
˚
i`1puq the cell containing the i ´ 1 with which this i was paired will become unpaired. Thus,
fi´1pxq and fi´1pyq will be nonzero. Since the cells containing entries k ă i ´ 1 or i ` 2 ă k are
entirely unaffected by fi and fi`1, then clearly if fkpxq ‰ 0 then fypkq ‰ 0 also.
In an analogous manner as above, if we consider the action of fi and fi`1 on a column c of u
with an i ` 1 which is not paired with an i ` 2, we can see that if fkpxq ‰ 0 for k ‰ i ` 1, then
fi`1pyq is also nonzero. Moreover, since the lowering operator simply swaps the rows of cells that
are paired within the same column, then any cells with values i ´ 1, i, i ` 1, i ` 2 that are paired
with each other in the same column remain paired with each other after applying fi and fi`1. Thus,
if fj1 . . . fjnpxq ‰ 0 for some path j1, . . . , jn for which the path fj11 . . . fj1n´1fi`1pxq for some other
j11, . . . , j
1
n´1 either does not exist or is not equal to fj1 . . . fjnpxq, then the path fj1 . . . fjnpyq is also
nonzero. Thus, condition p6q of Definition 4.11 holds for C.

In particular, we have a new proof of Theorem 2.6 that yields an explicit formula for the nonsymmetric
Kostka–Foulkes polynomials Ka,bpqq defined by EbpXn; q, 0q “
ř
aKa,bpqqκapXnq.
Corollary 5.43. For weak compositions a, b, we have
(5.3) Ka,bpqq “
ÿ
TPSSKDpbq
TDemazure lowest weight
wtpT q“a
qmajpT q.
In particular, Ka,bpqq P Nrqs and so nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials specialized at t “ 0 are a non-
negative q-graded sum of Demazure characters.
6. Combinatorial formulas
Sanderson [36] first made the connection between specializations of Macdonald polynomials and Demazure
characters by using the theory of nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials in type A to construct an affine
Demazure module with graded character PµpX ; q, 0q, parallel to the construction of Garsia and Procesi
[12] for Hall-Littlewood symmetric functions HµpX ; 0, tq. Ion [18] generalized this result to nonsymmetric
Macdonald polynomials in general type using the method of intertwiners in double affine Hecke algebras to
realize EapX ; q, 0q as an affine Demazure character. Assaf [3] used the machinery of weak dual equivalence
[2] to realize EapX ; q, 0q as a finite Demazure character in type A. Corollary 5.43 gives an explicit formula
for this expansion. In this final section, we consider consequences of the formula in Eq. (5.3) in both the
symmetric and nonsymmetric settings.
In §6.1, we review the Schur expansion of Hall–Littlewood symmetric functions. We also show how the
highest weights of our Demazure crystals can be used to give an alternate formulation that uses the simple
major index statistic instead of the intricate charge statistic. In §6.2, we use our explicit algorithm in
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Definition 4.16 to generate the Demazure lowest weight of a component from the highest weight, making
Eq. (5.3) easy to compute. We also relate the symmetric and general cases to give a refinement of the
Kostka–Foulkes coefficients in terms of the nonsymmetric Kostka–Foulkes polynomials.
6.1. Hall–Littlewood polynomials. The Hall–Littlewood symmetric functions PµpX ; tq may be regarded
as the q “ 0 specialization of Macdonald symmetric functions, i.e. PµpX ; tq “ PµpX ; 0, tq. The Kostka–
Foulkes polynomials, denoted Kλ,µptq, give the transition coefficients between Hall–Littlewood symmetric
functions and the Schur functions by
(6.1) sλpXq “
ÿ
µ
Kλ,µptqPµpX ; tq and HµpX ; tq “
ÿ
λ
Kλ,µptqsλpXq,
where the modified version HµpX ; tq “ HµpX ; 0, tq is defined analogously to Eq. (2.12).
One readily observes that Kλ,µp0q “ δλ,µ, equivalently PµpX ; 0q “ sµpXq. It is also easy to verify that
PµpX ; 1q “ mµpXq, from which it follows that Kλ,µp1q “ Kλ,µ. That is, the Kostka–Foulkes polynomials are
a t-graded version of the Kostka numbers, which have representation theoretic and geometric significance.
Hall–Littlewood polynomials arise in similar contexts as Schur functions, from which the representa-
tion theoretic and geometric importance of the Kostka–Foulkes polynomials becomes apparent. For χλ a
unipotent character of GLnpFtq and µ a conjugacy class, the evaluation of χλ at µ is given by χλpµq “
tnpµqKλ,µp1{tq. For Rµ the t-graded Sn-module constructed by Garsia and Procesi [12], the Frobenius char-
acter of Rµ is given by chpRµq “ t
npµqHµpX ; 1{tq. Geometrically, if we consider the Springer action of Sn on
the cohomology ring H˚pBµq of a Springer fiber Bµ, then the cohomology ring H
˚pBµq has Frobenius series
tnpµqHµpX ; 1{tq. For details of these connections, see Shoji [38].
Recall the Kostka numbers Kλ,µ enumerate semistandard Young tableaux of shape λ and partition weight
µ. Lascoux and Schu¨tzenberger [26] defined a statistic called charge on these objects that precisely gives the
t-grading of the Kostka–Foulkes polynomials Kλ,µptq. More generally, we consider tableaux with partition
weight and skew shape, that is, of shape given by the set theoretic difference λzν for ν Ă λ. Schu¨tzenberger
[37] introduced the notion of jeu-de-taquin slides that map skew tableaux to straight shapes. For details
on jeu-de-taquin, see Stanley [39](Appendix A).
Definition 6.1. The cocharge of a tableau T with partition weight µ is the integer ccpT q uniquely charac-
terized by the following properties:
(1) if T is a single row, then ccpT q “ 0;
(2) if S, T are jeu-de-taquin equivalent, then ccpSq “ ccpT q;
(3) if T “ RYS is a disjoint union of shapes with R above and left of S such that R has no entry equal
to 1, then ccpT q “ ccpS YRq `#R, where S YR has S above and left of R.
The charge of T is cpT q “ npµq ´ ccpT q, where npµq “
ř
ipi ´ 1qµi.
It is a theorem that such a statistic exists, but from this definition one obtains an algorithmic procedure,
called catabolism, for computing it. The main result, first asserted by Lascoux and Schu¨tzenberger [26] with
omitted proof details supplied by Butler [7] is the following.
Theorem 6.2 ([26, 7]). The Kostka–Foulkes polynomials Kλ,µptq are given by
(6.2) Kλ,µptq “
ÿ
TPSSYTpλq
wtpT q“µ
tcpT q.
For example, Fig. 27 shows the seven semistandard Young tableaux of partition shape and weight p2, 2, 1q.
Their charges, from left to right, are 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, from which we compute
Hp2,2,1qpX ; tq “ sp2,2,1q ` tsp3,1,1q ` pt` t
2qsp3,2q ` pt
2 ` t3qsp4,1q ` t
4sp5q.
Recall ErevpλqpXn; q, 0q “ HλpXn; q, 0q and also by Eq. (3.9), we have κrevpλqpXnq “ sλpXnq. Therefore
Corollary 5.43 gives a formula that we can relate to the Hall–Littlewood polynomial HλpXn; 0, tq via the
following result, proved combinatorially in [3](Theorem 5.6).
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1 1 2
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1 1 3
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1 1 2 3
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1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 3
Figure 27. The seven semistandard Young tableaux of partition shape and weight p2, 2, 1q
used to compute Hp2,2,1qpX ; tq.
Theorem 6.3 ([3]). For λ a partition of length m and revpλq its weakly increasing rearrangement, we have
(6.3) ErevpλqpXm; q, 0q “ ωHλ1pXm; 0, qq,
where λ1 denotes the conjugate (diagrammatic transpose) of λ, and ω is the symmetric function involution
determined by ωsλ “ sλ1 .
To utilize Corollary 5.43 in the context of Theorem 6.3, we have the following.
Lemma 6.4. Given a weakly increasing weak composition b, every connected component of the Demazure
crystal on SSKDpbq is a normal crystal.
Proof. When b is weakly increasing of length n, the specialized nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomialEbpXn; q, 0q
is symmetric in x1, . . . , xn. Given a weak composition a of length n, by [6](Theorem 4.2) the Demazure char-
acter κa is symmetric in x1, . . . , xn if and only if a is weakly increasing. By Theorem 2.6, or equivalently
by Corollary 5.43, the coefficients in the Demazure expansion of EbpXn; q, 0q are polynomials in q with non-
negative coefficients. Therefore every term that appears in the Demazure expansion of EbpXn; q, 0q must
be symmetric, that is, every Demazure character that appears with nonzero coefficient is, in fact, a Schur
polynomial in n variables. Consequently, the corresponding crystals must be full crystals. 
Since normal gln-crystals are uniquely determined by their highest weights, which also give their char-
acters, we have a new paradigm for computing Kostka-Foulkes polynomials that utilizes the highest weight
elements of the tabloid crystal together with the simple major index statistic.
Theorem 6.5. The Kostka–Foulkes polynomials Kλ,µptq are given by
(6.4) Kλ,µptq “
ÿ
TPSSKDp0mˆrevpµ1qq
wtpT q“λ1
eipT q“0@i
tmajpT q,
for any m ě |µ| ´ µ1.
Proof. Let n “ |µ| and set b “ 0m ˆ revpµ1q. By Lemma 6.4, since b is weakly increasing, every component
of the Demazure crystal on semistandard key tabloids is a full crystal. Thus components can be indexed
by their highest weights and their characters are given by the corresponding Schur polynomials. Combining
this with Theorem 6.3 gives
ωHµpXm; 0, qq “ E0mˆrevpµ1qpXm; q, 0q “
ÿ
a weakly inc.
Ka,bpqqsrevpaqpXmq.
Applying ω to the expression above yields
HµpXm; 0, qq “
ÿ
a weakly inc.
Ka,bpqqωsrevpaqpXmq “
ÿ
a weakly inc.
Ka,bpqqsrevpaq1pXmq.
Now fix a weakly increasing weak composition a and set λ “ revpaq1. Using highest weights, Corollary 5.43
becomes
Kλ,µpqq “ Ka,bpqq “
ÿ
TPSSKDpbq
T highest weight
wtpT q“revpaq
qmajpT q.
The formula now follows. 
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Example 6.6. The seven highest weight semistandard key tabloids of shape p03, 2, 3q are shown in Fig. 28.
The q-weight of these terms is easily determined by the major index statistic, giving
Ep03,2,3qpX ; q, 0q “ κp03,2,3q ` qκp02,1,1,3q ` pq ` q
2qκp02,1,2,2q ` pq
2 ` q3qκp0,1,1,1,2q ` q
4κp1,1,1,1,1q.
Each of the above Demazure characters corresponds to a Schur polynomial in x1, . . . , x5, and writing it as
such we have
Ep03,2,3qpX ; q, 0q “ sp3,2q ` qsp3,1,1q ` pq ` q
2qsp2,2,1q ` pq
2 ` q3qsp2,1,1,1q ` q
4sp1,1,1,1,1q.
Exchanging q with t and conjugating each partition gives Hp2,2,1qpX ; tq computed earlier.
2 2 1
1 1
2 1 1
1 3
2 1 2
1 3
2 2 3
1 1
2 4 1
1 3
2 1 4
1 3
2 4 5
1 3
Figure 28. The highest weights for the Demazure crystal for Ep03,2,3qpX ; q, 0q.
6.2. Explicit Demazure expansions. Recall that highest weight elements of a Demazure crystal do not
give the Demazure characters. Thus highest weights of the tabloid crystal do not immediately give a formula
for the Demazure expansion of the specialized nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomial outside of the symmetric
case resolved by Theorem 6.5.
Example 6.7. The six highest weight semistandard key tabloids of shape p0, 3, 0, 2q are shown in Fig. 28,
indicating that the Demazure crystal has six connected components, and so the Demazure expansion of
Ep0,3,0,2qpX ; q, 0q has six terms. However, these tabloids do not determine the Demazure characters them-
selves.
2 2
1 1 1
2 3
1 1 1
2 1
1 3 2
2 2
1 1 3
2 4
1 3 1
2 3
1 1 4
Figure 29. The highest weights for the Demazure crystal for Ep0,3,0,2qpX ; q, 0q.
We can construct the Demazure lowest weights from the highest weights using Definition 4.16. Given the
explicit objects, this is easy to compute.
Example 6.8. Consider the leftmost tabloids Fig. 30, which are two highest weight elements both of weight
p2, 2, 1q. Following Definition 4.16, we first act by Fr1,3s. For the second iteration, the top row will act with
Fr3,3s while the bottom row will act by Fr2,3s, after which both examples terminate at their respective lowest
weight elements.
Mapping each of the highest weight tabloids in Fig. 29 to their corresponding Demazure lowest weights
results in the tabloids in Fig. 31. The q-weight of these terms is easily determined by the major index
statistic, giving
Ep0,3,0,2qpX ; q, 0q “ κp0,3,0,2q ` qκp0,3,1,1q ` qκp0,2,1,2q ` q
2κp0,1,2,2q ` q
2κp1,2,1,1q ` q
3κp1,1,1,2q.
Notice that while Ep03,2,3qpX ; q, 0q had multiplicity in its Schur expansion, the Demazure expansion of
Ep0,3,0,2qpX ; q, 0q is multiplicity-free. This is particularly interesting since these polynomials agree as func-
tions in the stable limit, i.e.
lim
mÑ8
E0mˆp0,3,0,2qpX ; q, 0q “ lim
mÑ8
E0mˆp03,2,3qpX ; q, 0q “ ωHp2,2,1qpX ; 0, qq.
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1
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2 f
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1 f
1
3
Figure 30. Using Definition 4.16 to construct the Demazure lowest weight tabloids from
two highest weight tabloids.
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2 2 4
3 3
2 4 4
1 3
2 2 4
2 3
1 4 4
Figure 31. The Demazure lowest weights for the Demazure crystal for Ep0,3,0,2qpX ; q, 0q.
This happens precisely because, as demonstrated in the example above, the algorithm for computing the
Demazure lowest weights differs for two highest weights of the same weight. Comparing expansions, we have
Ep0,3,0,2qpX ; q, 0q “ κp0,3,0,2qlooomooon
sp2,2,1q
` qκp0,3,1,1qloooomoooon
tsp3,1,1q
` qκp0,2,1,2q ` q
2κp0,1,2,2qlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
pt`t2qsp3,2q
` q2κp1,2,1,1q ` q
3κp1,1,1,2qloooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
pt2`t3qsp4,1q
.
Summarizing this refinement, we have the following.
Corollary 6.9 ([3]). Given a weak composition b with column lengths µ, for m sufficiently large, we have
(6.5) Kλ,µptq “
ÿ
sortpaq“λ1
Ka,0mˆbptq.
6.3. Concluding remarks. Recall that the first results in the direction of this paper began with Sanderson
[36] who showed that EapX ; q, 0q is equal to a single affine Demazure character for the general linear group.
Ion [18] generalized her result to other types using the framework of double affine Hecke algebras, and Lenart,
Naito, Sagaki, Schilling and Shimozono [27] gave a crystal-theoretic proof that also encompasses other types.
Our crystal-theoretic approach to the nonnegative expansion of EapX ; q, 0q as a sum of finite Demazure
characters for the general linear group was motivated by several factors. First, we hoped to improve upon the
combinatorial formula for the expansion that came from the original proof of Assaf [3], and Corollary 5.43
succeeds in that thanks to Theorem 4.18. Second, the crystal approach gives a representation theoretic
context for the nonnegativity, which suggests that an affine Demazure module should admit a finite Demazure
flag, and that this can be proved using crystal theory. Third, our methods utilize tools such as crystals [21]
and Stembridge’s local characterization [40] that exist for other types, giving hope that our techniques can
be generalized.
While we might hope to extend our results to gain deeper understanding of the nonsymmetric Macdonald
polynomials in two parameters, EapX ; q, tq, the impediment here appears more daunting. The nonnega-
tivity results and connections to representation theory and geometry in the classical symmetric case come
only through plethysm, which has no known analog in the polynomial ring. Nevertheless, by considering
specializations at other natural values of t, one can hope to gain insights to help to cross this final barrier.
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Appendix A. Complete example of the Demazure crystals for Ep0,3,0,2qpX ; q, 0q
The following six Demazure crystals, in Fig.s 33 and 32, correspond to the Demazure expansion of
Ep0,3,0,2qpX ; q, 0q from Example 6.7.
As can be readily verified, the character of each crystal corresponds precisely to the key polynomial indexed
by the weak composition equal to the lowest weight of each Demazure crystal. Hence, when taking the sum
of the graded characters of all six crystals we indeed recover the nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomial
Ep0,3,0,2qpX ; q, 0q.
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1 3 1
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1 3 2
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1 3 3
2 3
1 4 4
2 1
1 3 2
2 1
1 4 2
2 1
1 3 3
2 1
1 4 3
3 1
1 4 2
2 2
1 3 3
2 1
1 4 4
3 1
1 4 3
3 1
2 4 2
2 2
1 4 3
3 1
1 4 4
2 2
1 4 4
3 1
2 4 3
3 2
1 4 3
3 3
2 4 4
3 3
1 4 4
3 2
2 4 4
3 1
2 4 4
3 2
1 4 4
3 2
2 4 3
2 3
1 1 4
1 3
2 2 4
Figure 32. The Demazure crystals for Ep0,3,0,2qpX ; q, 0q on SSKDp0, 3, 0, 2q with high-
est weights p2, 2, 1, 0q corresponding to κp0,1,2,2qpXq (center), p2, 1, 1, 1q corresponding to
κp1,1,1,2qpXq (left), and p2, 1, 1, 1q corresponding to κp1,2,1,1qpXq (right), with edges f1 Ö,
f2 Ó, f3 Œ defined by lowering operators.
Appendix B. Detailed example of the embedding map P
In Fig. 34 we present a complete example of the embedding map P “ T ˝ rect ˝ D acting on the entire
Demazure crystal B4123p3, 1, 1, 0q. The colored balls indicate the balls on which the lowering operators act.
Lowering operators for i “ 1, 2, 3 are presented in colors blue Ö, yellow Ó, and red Œ, respectively.
At each step we see how the diagram map D from semistandard key tabloids to diagrams, the rectification
map from diagrams to Kohnert diagrams, and the tableau map T from Kohnert diagrams to semistandard
Young tableau, intertwine the crystal operators fi, f˜i, and fˆi, respectively.
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Figure 33. The Demazure crystals for Ep0,3,0,2qpX ; q, 0q on SSKDp0, 3, 0, 2q with high-
est weights p3, 1, 1, 0q corresponding to κp0,3,1,1qpXq (top left), p3, 2, 0, 0q corresponding to
κp0,3,0,2qpXq (bottom center), and p2, 2, 1, 0q corresponding to κp0,2,1,2qpXq (top right), where
the edges f1 Ö, f2 Ó, f3 Œ are defined by lowering operators.
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Figure 34. Detailed example of the embedding map P : SSKDpaq Ñ SSYTpλq on the
Demazure crystal B4123p3, 1, 1, 0q. The colored balls indicate the ball on which the lowering
operator is acting.
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